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1/ t: PREFACE . 0
'1

Ike lo.e in an exciun, rapidly changing, ahd challenging world a w Orld highly dependent upon science and technology. Our
world is changing so rapidly that we sometimes fail to recogn-ve that much of Oat we 'today taie forgranted as commop,
eN ery day occurrences existed only in the imaginations of people jum a few short y eartago. Adv ances in science and technology
have breught many dreams to fruition. Long before today's school children become senior citizens, much of today's "s-cience
fiction" will in fadt, become reality. Recalljust a few accomplishments which us.)&long ago wgre Yiewed as idle drepms:

New biomedical advanceS have made it possible to replace defective hearts, kidneys and other organs.., .

The first air flight at KilQ1 Hawk lasted only a few seconds. Nott, a Mile over half a century later space ships travel
thouiands of miles an hour to explore distant pldnets. .

Nuclear technology of Interest afew .short years agu because of US destructive potential could provide huInankind with
I almost limitless supplies of energy for peace-lime needs. t

.
Computer technolog) has made it possible to solve in seconds problems It huh only a decade ago would reqldre many

human lifetimes.
, .

SClince and technuluo have bruught 'ics toihe brinki (,),1' controlling weather, earthquakes and other natural phendmena..
Moretr.er, the changes which we hal, e been experiencing and to which we have become accustomed are occurring at an

increasingly rapid rate. Changes, most futurists forecast, will continue and. in fad; even accekRalks we move int6 the 2jst
Century and beyond. But, as Barry Commoner has stated."There is no such thing as a free lunch."These great advances will pot .

be achieved without a high price. We are now beginning to experience thp adverse effects of our great achievements: t,

The world's natural resources are being rapidly depleted., ' -,

Our planet's water aEd air are no longer pure and clean.
.

Thousands of plant and animal species are threatenid with extinction.

Nearlj, half the i'vorlds, populatioh sufferS:from malnutrition. . .
..

. .

While science and technology have Dv en us tremendous potver, we arc also confronted vvith an awesome responsibility. to use
the power and ability wisely, to make equitable decision t radeoffs, and to make 1, alid and just choices w hen there is.no absolute
"right" alternative. Whether we have used our new powas wisely is highly questionable. .

...

Today's y outh will soon become society's decision-makcrs. Will they ba capable of improving upon the decision-making of
the past? Will they possess the skills and abilities to make effective, equitable. long-range decisionseto create a better world? '.

y
To the student: f . .

T his module has been prepared 'to help you the student and future &vision maker (unction more effectively in a rapidly
changing world. Other modules in the Preparing for Tumorrup's World program focus o.n additional issues of current and
future importance. i.
To tht teacher:

-

It is our belief that this module and IndCed the entire Preparing for -Tonlurrolt *.s {livid program will help you the teacher
Prepare the future decision- maker to deal effectively w ith issuesCiinti challenges at the interfaces of science, technology, society. .

lt is 0 u r belief that the contents and as:tkities in this program will begin to prepare today's y outh to !iv e life to the fullest, in

J balance with Earth's resourtes and environmental limits, and to meet the challenges of tomorrow's world.
. .

-

Louis A. lozzi, Ed. D.
COok College
Ruters-The State University. of New Jersey
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4

inchistriarman until recently has' 1oi the most part seen himself qs
separate from or outside of hature,,Frpm this.inierence he has fre- .

fluently concluded that he may eXploit nature with. imfiipaly and
that where nature fails to meet his wolfs, science, through_lechnol-
ogy, will synthesize a substitute. , i. .,

Lynton K. Caldwell
Biopolitics: Science, Ethics and Ptiblic Policy----- The Yak Review, 54. pp.
October 1964'

G16
I

, k:---

We need not look If& to see the many examples of
abuses humailniave inflicted on dye environtnent: pol-
luted Kivers and stream's, hillsides. cleAded of trees,
marshlands transformed into garbage dumps, lands
gorged and laid barren by mining activitiesnimals
that pnee flmigished in great numbers have been re-
duced 40 a handful, if not completely eliminated. For
example, the "wholeple" killing of the North American
bisqn, whe.W. numliers were estimated between-50 and
75, milliônrfire nozmore; save for_the remning feW in
prOteCted sanctuaries and zoos.

-Such abuses are beghining to create alarm, for, the
earth which once pros,ided so bountifully no longer
seems to hold.that same capability. Fertile farmlands are

.

now deserts. Fishermen no longer liring in a full catch'.
.

Forests, for which niany people still depend upon f.or
firewood% are shrinking at alsping rates. Air in many
places is unfit to breathe. We begin to ask, "'Why 'has.
this happened?" While ounumbers hme increased and'
Our tooltare capable of geater and more rapid destruc-
tion, the underlying problem, in part inay be fonnd in
the ,w ay we vihw our entaiment. *4

Historian Lynn White (1967)1 has offered the thesis
that our attitude towards nature stems from oth+iwestern
religiohs belic14 the belief that God created illl the
plants, ahimals, birds and fishes for humankind to rule
over, existing for the benefif of humans..Human beings

4seen fro:5m this perspective are V center of the upiverse
' Niand command superiOrity over all of nature.- Thus,

4

through science and technolOgy and purshit of progress
and worldly comforts, people have left.sbehind an end-
less trail of destruction and akuse. As-a_result, our basic
lifesupport system is in jeopardy. To reverse ihis situa-
tiOn, according toDr. White,.will require dianges in pur
attitude towards nature-from one1of dominance to one
of partnership With naluie, respecting the rights of all
living things,

. . ,

However, to change our ways may requircmore than
change in attitude towards nature. As pointed ,out by
Yi-Fu Than,' in many Eastern belfefs, such as Buddhism
ind Taoism,1 person is viewed as one with nature and
must conduct oneself ,in hareriony with nature. While
many activities in-the Eastern world reflect thisattitude
(Roads are built, not inestraight lines, but wind around
the natural contburs.of the land, and structures are built
to fit in harniony, whir tlA natural landscapes.), othei

. .

activities have lux left the land unscaered. Forests have
been burned to lure dangerous animals% out of their hid-
ing plavs. Coal was needed as early as the 10th Centdry
in China because the ceramic industry had so severely. -
depleted the forests. Than; therefore, argues thatiatti-
tudes towards nature do not necessarily lead sio non-

. *abusive behavior. We may need, in addition, to over-
conk our ignorance 'liy improving our understanaing of
the natural systeih as well as learning to live in ways that
pro dce less. injuly. ,.

%effect, we may need to respond to Aldo Leopold's
ea for a "land ethic." An ethic which defines right and
wrong, clinics and obligations toward'the greater earthl/

. .
community. A,ctording Ito' Leopold, humankind has
evolved first a 'system of personarethics that governed
behavior bdtw en ind:yiduals and, somewhat later, soci-

'etal ethics tha governed behavior of individuals in the
larger hurpn4community, embodying ideas of respect
for other guman beings and cooperation. The land ethic
extends the notion of community to include the land
its.soil, its waters, its plants and its animals. Land,ethic
requires a change in the concept of land as property.

Wien God-like Odysseus returned from the wars in
,Troy, h'e hanged all on ane .rope a dozen slave-girls
of his household whom he suspected of misbehav-

i
ior during his absence.

This hanging involved no question of propriety.
The girls were property. The disposal of property
was then, as now, a matter of expediency, not of \.
right and wrong. ,

Concepts of ridtt and wrong wire not lacking from
Odysseus' Greece: witnesis the fidelity of his le
through the long years before at last his blaek-
prou;ed galleys clove the wine-dark seas for home.
Theethithl structare of that day covered wives, but
had not yet been extended to human chattels. Dur-
ing tthe three thousand yebrs which have since

'lapsed, ethkal criteria have been extended tq many
fields,of conduct, will; corresponding shrinkages in
those judged by expediency only.' * ..,
Moreover, a land ethic changes a person's role, from

"conqueror of the land community to plain Citizen and
..membe bf,it."4 Thus, the role of a niember of the corn- .
munity r quires respect for one's fellow membei as well
lis the co munity at large because each is a Contributing



element and has intrinsic worth. It embodies the knowl-
edge that one is dependent on the other. Rules and prac-
tices take into account, not only benefit or profit to
oneself, but benefit or profit to oe community. The
existence of the land community depends on its stability.
If pastures are1tergrazed4 topsoil is sweet away, plants
can no longer/grow, animals lose their food sdurce and
humans, to9, suffer. Reverence and responsibility are
also an intefiral and necessary part of the land etAic. It is
the recAg9ttion of the unique processes or life and the
bbligatiop that all act responsibly to ftisure the contin-
ued ex4tence of' all life, and the belief that all life has
the inerenf right to sustain its place in nature. To de-
velop/ a land ethic, we must prpceed by examining our
deft itions of right and wrong in the context of tlf total
co inunity. ,

In this moaule, Of Animals, Nature and. People,
ome bf the issues surrounding human-animal and

/humati-nattfre relationships will be explored. Many of
the questions raised are ones ihat challenge conven-
tional norms and kotices: What (Coes rect for land
mean? Why.is it important to respect animals and na-'
ture? How can We live in greater harmony with our total

2

-

community? What areour obligations and responsibili-
ties towards earp's future In essehce, the concept of

4-Itumans as stewards rather than conquerors of the
earthly community is tendered. The hope is that, ouV
students will develop an interest and concern about their
stewardship role, progressing towards the goal of an en-
vironmental ethic. The future of a quality existence for
all inhabitants of earth will rest upon omPpresent and
future decision maker§. We see the urgency for incor-
porating a land or envhonmental ethic in our practices
and behavior and broadenino bur knowledge about the
interielationships and interdependencies of the total
global community. Hence, the issues inchided in this
module offer opportuhities for reflecting upon and to
more critically exarhine our current values and attitudes
regarding our environment.

.
Vrin White. Thc roots of our ecological crisis. Science, 155, 1205-

7, 1967.

'Yi-Fu Tuan. Our treatment of the environment in ideal and actual-
ity. 4mencan Scientist, 58, No. 3, 244-249, 1970.

'Aldo Leopold. The land ethic. A Sand County Almanac, Ballantine
Books, Ncw York. 1966. p. 237.

'Ibid., p. 240.
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The Theoretical Basis of Preparing for tomorrow's Workk

The Socio-Scientific Reasoning-Model
As pointed out in the Introduction to this guide. develop-
ments in science and technolo are not without societal
issues and problems. New dev clop ts and applications will
inev itably bring about new issues as well as increase their
complexity. Unlike scientific problems. socio-scientific prob-
lems often have no "correct" answer because they involve
human chokes and decisions. Such choice?, and cieusions are
value bdened The particular decisions made today And
tomorrow will determine the course of the future: Helice, we
are faced with the profound challengeto make just and wise
decisions in order to create a better future v,orld. To help
prepare our students Co become more effective problem
solv ers,ind decision makers:education will need to focus on
the simultaneous development of the follovbing skills.

Ability:to deal with problems containing multiple
interacting variables ,

Decision making that incorporates a wider.social per-
spective

Critical thinkingjn the cv a !upon d'consequelices and,
implications

Components of the
Socio-Scientific Reasoning Model

In response to the above concern ahd recogniring the irt;por-
tance of this mode of development. we developed the "socio-
scientific reasoning" model to serve as a framework in the
production of our curriculum materials. This model com-
bines our own philosophy. idea& and research with the theo-
nes and philosophies. of Piaget. Dewey. Kohlberg and Sd-
man. Basic to these theories is the idea of education as helping
an indiv idual grow both intellectually aild mom Therefore.
this socio-scienUfic reasoning model approaches education,
from a developmenu.tl perspect iv e This mop incorponites
the ideas of stage development from the perspective of cogni-
tion. moral ethical 1...p.oning -and social role taking. The
basic tenets of these theme, are briefly. vummarired below.

Logical, Reasoning

Jean Piaget, the noted Swiss psychologist, has made impor-
tant contributions in the area of cognitiye development which
are pertinent to our efforts' 2. Piaget views the development
of logical icasoning as progression through the series of
stepwise stage's indicated in Table I (sensori-motor. preopen'i-
tional concrete operational and formal operational). At each
successive stage the logical reasoning ability of individuals
takes on a broader perspective and inc( on es the a bility to
dCa I with greater numbers of interacting varia les of increas-
ing intellemal complexity. Each stage Of thinking builth
upon the previoas one. but takes on a new structural form.

r- Growth in cognition. it seems. canbe facilitated and nurtured
throngh appropriate educational expericaces.

In dxplaining growth in logical reasoning capability, Piaget
refers to thc processes of assimilation, aLcommodation, and
equilibration. ssimilation occurs when the child inLot-
porates new ideas and situations into his or her existing'
thought structures. On the oth:r hand, the child alsoenCoun-

ters objects and events that do tiot fit into his or her existing
,thought st ructures. In these contradictory situations, the child
has essentially two options, he, she must either enlarge
Ws, her existing.structures or create a new category or struc-
ture. Maga defines this as the proces's of aCcommodation.

Intellectual growth, Piaget pOstulates. occurs when the
indiv idual.attempts to resolv.s the tenswn between(sbe inter-
active proceskes of asgimilation and accommodation by

.dev eloping mu thoughts and responses tliat are more suit-
able or adequdte. Equilibrium is re-established when thought
structures are altered, producing new accommodations that
cnabk the indiv idual to assimilate the new situations. Intellec-
tual growth. then, occurs through internal self-regulation
.processes that lead to new, higher levCls of equilibration.

Moral/Ethical Reasoning

While there are sevdal approaches to values'education, the
more encompassing one is the cognitive developmental
approach offered by Lawrence Kohlberg3 4. Kohlberg's ideas
are derived from the philosophic positions of Dew4 'and
and Piaget. The emphasis here is to help individuals grow
intelleetua Ily and morally. This is. we feel, a more functional
approach than arbitrary indoctrination of values as used in
"character" or "socialization" education or tOing a "Values
relativity" stance, typically employed in the more common
values clarification approach.

Koldberg's moral/ ethical development theory is an extent
sion of Piaget's cognitive development theory. Similarly to
Piaget, Kohlberg views moral development from childhood
to adulthood as progression through a series of stages (Ta ble
2). Each stage iS charactelized by a very Oifferent way of
perceiving and interpreting one's exNnences. At Kohlberg's*.
Stage 2. for examplc."right"aod"Arong"areJudged in terms
of satisfying one's own needs ttin4 soinctimes the needs of
others if it is convenient to do so. Stage 3 type of reasoning
Lenters around 'maintenance of approval in one's own social.
group. The orientation islowards conformity to group expec-
tation. At the higher principbd stages, reasoning takes intO
account concerns for the welfare of others in a broader
context, and includes concerns for human dignity, liberty,
justice. and equalitythrise very same principles upOn which
our Constitution is based.

FoIlowing Piaget. Kolhberg views development not as
"nitre accumulation of information. but changes in thinking ,
dapabilitbs--- the structures of thought pycesses. In the
course of development. higher-level thought structures are
attained and result in the extension of ail individual's social
perspective and reasoning capabilities. Applying higher levels
of thinking to problems results in problem solutjon& that
have greater consistency and are more generalizable. See
Appendix detailing the stages of development.

Social Role-Taking Stages .
The research of Robert Selman' indicates that social role
taking abil ity is a developed capacity which also progresses in
a series of stages from early childhocedzthrough adcdescence.

Role taking is viewed b),. Selman in terms of qualitative

11
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changes in the mamicr a child structures his hcr tmderstany
ing of the relationship between the perspectives of self/and
others.

Csing thc upcn-ended clinical method of inqukyzfirst ap
plied b Piaget and. then later by Kohlbcrg.Alman has
identified and defined Stags 0 thpugh 4.tage range is
approximately 3 3, cars to 15+ years) These stages arc referred

to as. Ego-centric View point (Stage 0). Social- Informational
Role Taking (Stage I ), Self Reflection Rolc Taking (Stage 2)..
Mutual Role 'taking (Stage 3). add Social and Conventional
System Role Taking (Stage4). Descriptions of thc role taking
stages appear in Table 3. Each of Selman's role taking stags
relates closely fo and pa raHels Kohlberg's moral reasoning
stages.

Selnmn views the social role taking stages as.ii link between

Piaget's logical reasoning stages and Kohlberg's moral reason-

ing stages. Just as Piagct's logical reasoning stages are neces .

sary but not sufficient for attaining the Parallel moral reason-
ing stages, a similarly necessary but not sufficient relationship

appears to exist between the social role taking stages and
paralleLmoral reasoning stages.

As Selman has pointed out;...the child's cognitive stage
'indicates his les el of understanding of physical and logical
problems. while hi,role taking stage indicates his level of
understanding of the nature of social relations, and his moral
judgment stage indicates the manner in which he decides how
to resoke social conflicts between pet)* with different points

-of v
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CONCRETE

STAGE

The Socio-Scientific Reasoning Model

Combining our own philosoph), ideas, and research with the'

theories of Piaget. Kohlberg and Selman, the socio-scientific
reasoning model has been developed. Socio-scicntific reaybn-

ing, as defined here, is the incorporation of the hy pothctico-
deductive mode of problem solving With the social and moral;
ethical concerns of decision making. Thisziodel has served as
a guide in the dev'elopment of educational materials to help
students.achance to higher levels of thinkiagand reasoning
capabilities. Moreover. it is highly flexible And readily adapt-
oble to other classrooT activities.

The basic assumption of this tooled is that effective prob-
cern solving rcquires simultancoUS tievelopmcnt in the realms

of logical r'easoning, social role taking, and moral/ethical
reasoning. Purelpobjective scientific thinking cannot ap-

plied in the resolution of most of t hc probable future conflicts
without Tegard to the impact of those decisions on Ilitimari
needs and human goals. A technological solution, f.or,eXam-
ple. may berafter critical analysis. feasible and logically
consistent. From a societal perspective, hOwever. one, must
queshon whether or not it should be applied. How:to best
priorniie our needs and evaluate trade-offs with a concern for

the needs of future geReptions involvq logical reasoning and
critical thinking, but now with lin added. dimensiOn . . a

social moral ; ethical. reasooing dimension.

Hence, the Socio-Stientific model consists of four ititeract-
'ing components (see Figure I): (1) logicalicasoning develop-

:,

TABLE 1

PIAGE'T'S STAGES OF COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

FORMAL

STAGE

FORMAL LOGICAL OPERATIONS
Thinks in a hypothetical-Aductive manner
'Considers 1lLpossibte relationships

TRANSITIONAL: - EARLY FORMAL OPERATIONS
Begins to think.more abstractly
Awareness of new possibilities

CONCRETE OPERATIONAL (SUBSTAGE 2)
Reasons only about concreto.objegts
/ipplies logic in a limited way

I.

PRE-OPERATIONAL - (SUBSTAGE 1)
.Can represent objects symbolically - uses language, images

View of world only as he/she sees it - flighty egocentric

SENSORIMOTOR STAGE
Acquires concept that objects,exist apart from self
Coordinates movement, habit

t

1 2
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ment is based on the theories of Piago. NNhile (2) moral,
et hical reasoning relies strongl5 on Kohlber-g's ideas. Sdmaris

research pro% ides the basis fur thc third cohiponent. the social

rok t4ing aspects of our model. Since the content or infor-
mation component of the problem (component four) v.ill -
ary. so too IA kll the concepts ,10 accordingly. FOr example.
in our applications of this modd v,e ha%c concent rated u.,
issues at (he interfaces of science..technology. and society. Of

-
1

t

I;

, .

I '
,

t

. .
I

course, problem iss'ues could also deal v.ith or focus on ari,
other topic one chooses to investigate. . .

The content component also consists of three interacting
subunits. These subunit% science, tech nology. and society

rely on each other for their Nei) txistence. While each of the
' subunits isdependent upon the others. Lheir ink: idual under-

!) int %aim structures create a highpotential for discord since
the concerns of qn?subunit often conflict, v. ith those of the

-!
TABLE 2

KOHLBERG'S STAGES OF MORAL DEVECOPMENT

STAGE 5. SOCIAL CONTRACT -
Emphasis on democratic ethic, reaching social Consciousness

, Respect for self and other

,
STAGE 4. LAW AND ORDER

Do your duty, set good example
ResPect authority and follow the rules

tl

STAGE 3 CONFORMITY -
What is right is what others expect of me

. Be 1 ind and considerate of others - good intentions

'ft
r - STAGE 2 BACK SCRATCHING

1/4... What's right is what's good for me '
Eye for eye, tooth for tooth concept pf Justice

--......,___,

STAGE 1 OBEDIENCE Ah-1-13-PUN MENT
Right is what authorities comman
Be good and avoid punishment

s

TABLE 3 ,

SELMAN'S.ROLE-TAKING STAGES

STAGE 4 SOCIAL AND CONVENTIONAL SYSYEM ROLE TAKING
Realizes mutual perspective taking does not always lead to
complete understanding
Each self considers the shared point of view of the
generalized other (social System)

STAGE 3. MUTUAL ROLE TAKING
Reahzes self and other can consider each partty's point of view
simultaneobsly and mutually
Can step outside dyad and view action from third person perspective

6.

, .
STAGE 2. SELF-REFLECTIVE ROLE YAKING

Relativistic belief that no person's perspective is absolutely vahd
Reflects on the self's behavior as seen from other's point of view

STAGE 1: SOCIA L-INFCRMATION ROLE TAKING
Aware that,Self and others may have different social perspectives
Focuses on one perspective. not on coordinating viewpoints of self and others

1-3
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FIGURE 1"

THE SOCIO-SCIENTIFIC REASONING Ma.DEL
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others. This paradox dependence,and simultaneous conflict

among the subunits presents a unique opportunity and con-
text for,curriculum developers eceiployini§the Socio-Scientific
Reasoning model to prepare educatichtal materials.

Each component.of this rnodel is not seen as a totally
separate anddistinct entity. Rather. tadh of the four compo-
nents interacts with and has an effect onall other components.
Thus. logical reasoning has an effect on. and in turn is affected

by, souaf role taking developmCnt. In a simil manner. social
.

role taking has an effect on; and is affected l. derelop ents

in the moral, ethical realm.pf Lourse. I oval. reasoni g and
moral; ethical reasoning also interact. Eacil of these major
components logical reasoning, social role taking. and moral,

ethicafreasoning interact not only with eacli Other but with
the four% comp'oncnt, content or information.

Referring to Figure I again, the content cone is small at the
low end because at earlier stages of 4eNelopment the numb,er

of coacept entertanted ar t. smaller and the concepts are
simple in nature'. Hence, as the cone broadens so too does the

complexity loLontent or information included. 1ndi iduals at
stages of do, elokrent intersecting the lower end of the cone
can deal wit h issUes and concepts of a shnpler form while. on

the othei hand. indh iduals at ihe.upper end wRh higher le els
Of maturity haveAM capacity for dealing ith Mote issues and

issues of °greater complexiq. 1:5eNelopment, then. is both
wrtical and horizontal. vestical deN elopment is froth lower to
highy ages. horizontal dev'apment relates to the "neces-
sary but noi sufficient" requirementlwhich must be satisfied

This, one moves. crom logical_reasoning. through social role
taking. to moral reas8ning capabilities.

Thus. while each stage reflectya distinctly unique capabil-
ity fc-.1- problem sching in a science, technology, society con-

text, we in% developnient otr.progress as a continvously
spiraling process. In this process. however, there ate leaps and
quiesence, and fixation af:any stage is possible. tevels of
logical reasoning. moral rosonIng, and role takingruaturity
'also seem to 1. ary. we find, depending on The issues addressed.

These apparent inconsistei.cies in reasoning even when deal-

ing with the same or simfar mental and^rooral, constructs
seemto be related to the degree of emotionality, familiarity
with. mterest in, and, Or litowledge about the issues under
Consideration'.

The goal .then.is to help each indilidual "spiral" upwards
through the Socio-SctettifiL Reasoning Lone and synchro-
nously achnhe "more adequate' probleiThsohing capability;
"More adequate" as used here refers tor the i4It a that w hen

: applied to problem soh ing, the higher siages of reasoning
result in solutions thact are ms-ore encomppsing and generaliz-

able, ttiey citable students to deal, with greater complexity.

Application of the Socioaeittifie Reasoning 'Model
in the Classroom

The Socm-Scicnnfic Reasoning nrodel therefore serves as the

basis for identifyig the types of learning experience and the
sophistication Ind of those experiences importantlp help
students demelop, It recognizes' that (earning capailities
differ with age, grade level, interest and learning needs.
Implicit in the mixlel add in.accord with stage theory is the
idea.that at ,each Stage there ista characteristic form of think-

. .

ing capability which d,etermines-how experiences and' infor-
rnation att interpreted and cted upnn: . .

The main strategy underl ingall of the,se aCti l. itics. is based

on Piaget's concept of equilibration. It-is only when disequi-
librium is created that actke restructuring of thought takes
place. This Fthe restricturing 'cads to growth in logical
reasoning, in social role taking. and in moral, ethical reason-
ing capabilities dyWell.

Restructuring of existing cOgnitive structures occurs when
internal qsequilibrium is fen by the indiCidual. Neu expe-
riences and inputs which are not readily comprehensible to
the,milhidual challenge his, tier Ciiisting mode of thought by
reealing inadequacies or inconsistencies in that problem
soh ing stralegy8.Arrestraent fit a given stage is partially
explained by the developmenialitheorists as the lack of
opportunities that creafe conflict or dissonance which place
the indiidual, in a position where he, she needs to assess
his, her particular mode of thinking. Perhaps. as Clive Beck
points out, the reason why people do not develop morally is
because they have dot had 'the opportunity io entertain
alternatives ,their imaginattons have not ,been extended9.*
We, in additiott, contend that the reason people do noi
athance in logical reason* can also be attributed. to a large
degree, to a similar lack of opportunities. 4.

We hate identieed some of the basic elements needed to

r.. pro% ide experiential opportunitiCs that promote develop-

. ment of pi-oblem sohi ng and decision making skills. A pariial
listing includes prchiding opportunities for stiidents to.

Encounter a variety of viewpoints
Experience higher level reasoning

Take the perspective of.others
Examine and clarify one's own ideas '

., Examine the consequences and implications of one's
decisions. .. .

- Defend ones position.
Evaluate possible alternatives 4.,

Consider anerecotnize the role of the self to society
Reflect on one's 'own value system

Test. own ideas and those of others .

Onoeducational acthity which incorporates some of these
elements is llie classroom dilemma ,discussion, an actir ity
most commonly associated with Lawrence-Kohlberg and his
colleagues. We have, howeisi.er, modified and extended this
approach to, more systematically encompass critical analysis
and naluation of information and data. We have also

1 employed such other formats as role takkng, simulations, and
futures`forecasting and analysis methodologies..

For example. reasoning at a particular stage is not a value
judgment of whether an act is good or bad, bin is the pattern
of the Concepts entertained in judging the "ought" of rights;
duties and obligations of Limali relationships. Younger child-
ren at lower stages reason about duties in terms of reciprocal
benefits from the party;-- "I f you do me a favor, I will do you a
faN or." Whereas in principled reasoning, duty is what an
indhidual has become morally committed to do and is self-
cNosen. Higher stage reasoningSa therefore the ability to

?

apply-value concerns (Kohlberg's major concerns include self
welfare, welfare of others, sense of duty and of motes,
conscience, rules, punitive justice, role taking) in a moi.Z.*

.
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internahied, complex, autonomous, critical, 'consistent and
generalized manner.

Effective discussion, however, cannot take place in a
vacuum. Needed aJso is an information base or context from
which students can begin to p..ialyze and evaluat&informa-
lion. With information which they have extracted and sy n-
thesiied, additional ideas and rational arguments ca)1 be dmi-
oped for discussion. For curriculum activities. we 'have
created problem situations in a vailety of contexts which,
according to ,scholars in (variety f fields, will be prominent

in the next quarter century and beyond10 This adds another
perspective to the dilemma problemthat which elicits scien-

tific logical reasoning in addition to moral/ethical

reasonink but in a futuristic context.
These serve as mechanisms.for students to put some of the

idcas and judgments that have emanated from the discussion

int9 larger structural frameworks. They also provide students

with opportunities toproject into the future, to think beyond

their own immediate expgiences, and to consider the impact

of different decisions on future society.

.4Jean Plagct Piaget's theory. In I homas l.uckona (Ed ) Charm: haets manual of child psphologs, Nos York John Wiley and Sons. 1970

Howard. E .Gruber.Ind J.J. Vonkhe. The essential Not Noy York: Basic Books. Inc.. 1979.

Lave rence Kohlberg. Moral stages and moralimuon. thc cognitise-deselopmcntal approach, In 1 homas lockona (Ed ) develoihnent and behavior

Mewl.. research, and ,social issues. New York: Holc. Rmehardt and Winston. 1976.

,John Cobbs. I Kohlberg. A Colby onc0. Speicher-Duban The domain and dcselopment of moraljudbment In John R Meyer (Ed )Rejleaions on trtlues

edutanon Waterloo. Ontano. Canasta: Wilfred Lawrier Uniscrsity Press. 1976.
Robert Selman Sociak.ognitisc understanding. a guide to educational and clinical practice In fhomas Lickona (Ed ) Al oral development ancl behavior'

&oh, researcli, and social issues. New York: Holt. Rinehardt and Winston. 1976,

1 !Md. pg 307
I ouis A lom Moral judgment, vethalabdui. logical rewning <Ma and ent mil:mental woes. Doctoral Dissertation. Rutgers-the State Uhiscrsity of New

Jersey. 1976

arol lomhnsiemkeaso and C lark B keasey the mediating role of cognitise dcselopment in moral judgrhent Child Development, 1974 .45. 291-298.

4Clne M Beck Ethus 1 oronto. McGraw-Hilt. 1972

larold (t. Shane Clout ulum change nnsard the 21s1 tentur) Washington. D.C. National Education Association. 1977,

et
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Overview Of OF ANIMALS, NATURE AND PEOPLE

Purpose
The need to evolve an'environmental ethic is forwarded
in the Introduction of this guide. To` help develop in our
students an awareness of this need is therefore the intent
of this module. Examples of how our self-serving, "here
and now," short term perspective and activities have led
to irreparable destruction and -our variotts efforts to
control and dominate nature are presenter): The hope is
tO engage students to raise questiOns about our proper
ree on planet earth. Many of our actions are brought
a.bout by ignorance, others bilur limited vision. By
examining our activities with a more critical and knowl-

. edgeable eye, our students can perhaps expand their per-
spective, recognizing that the .quality of life ow earth
and its survival is dependent on the choices and deci-

rgions eve make.
While there is no generally agreed upon.defibitioir of

environmental ethics, even among the prominent writers
on the subject, it remains essential that the concept of a

crnore encompassing level of duties and responSibilities
be entertained. Sonic of the ideas forwarded by
scholars, writers and scientists include the.following:

4 Naturalist COarks Darwin viewed the environment as
'a fragile anol complex interaction ot species. Distur-
bance of this sensitive system disrupts the natural
selection\process.

John Muir, a leading wilderness advocate, in the late
19th century, wrote, "In God's wilderness lies the hope
of the world the .great fresh, unblighted, unre-
deemed wilderness. The galling harness of civilization
dropsoff andthe wounds heal ere we are aware."

Aldo Leopold, the "father" of profeSsional wildlife
management, argued that ptoper and wise land use
must not be governed by economic self-interest but by
individual responsibility towards the health of the
land-earth, health being the capacity, for self renewal.
"A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity,
stability and beauty of the biotic .community.. It is
wrong when it tends otherwise." . . . "We are remodel-
ing the Alhambra with a steam shovel, and we are
proud of our yardage which after, all has many good
points, but we are in need of gentler and more objec-
tive diteria for its successful use."

Fairfield Osburn in Our Plundered Mine( wrote,
"Manmust recognize the necessity of cooperating with
nature. He must temper his demands and use and con-,
serve the natural living resources of this earth in a
manner that can alone provide for the continuation of
his civilization."

R. Buckminster Fuller calls for synergistic behavior:
"We are not going to be able to operate our spaceship
earth successfully nor for much longer unless me see it
as a whole spaceship and our fate as common. It has to
be everybody or nobody. . . . "We are going to have tO
find ways of organizing ourselves cooperatively,
sanely, scientifically, harmoniously and in regenerative
spontaneity with the rest of humanity"

Rachel Carson, who drew our attention to the devas-
tating effects of pesticides in Silent Spring, warned
that unless we learn to use our technology more pru-
dently we would imperil all life, including ourselves.

Ian McHarg, the environmental architect, proposes
new perspettiwts. "We mUSt see pture as a process
within which man exists, splendidly equipped to be-
come the manager of the biosphere; and give'form to
that symbiosis which is his greatest role, man the
world's steivard."- ,
The ecologically ethical approach advocated by Rene
Dubos, noted French microbiologist-and writer, is one '

. of creative stewardship that humans' ingenuity in-
teracting with nature can improve upon if. "While the
living earth still nurtures and shapes man, he now pos-
sesses the power to change, it and to dueraiine its fate,
thereby determining his oytv,n fate. .

E.F. Schumach fr , ho wrote Small is Beautiful, sees
the problem of env ronmenial deterioration, not as a
technical problem, but as a problem of out Modern
lifestyle. To reverse our current destructive.courses re-
quires chariges in our basic beHef and aspirations.
"Everything points to the fact tha,t what is most
needed today is a revision of the ends which all our

, efforts are meant to serve. And this.implies that above
all else we need the development of a lifestyle which
accords to material. their proper legitimate place,
which is secondary and noi(primary"

* A somewhat different perspective is,that proposed by
Newell Mack, a MIT researcher, who believes that we
must consider the impact of our decisions on future
generation intergeneration obligations. "Should the
needs of distant generations weigh in one's choices?
. ... One motivatiOn we have for considering the future
effects of our actions is our concern for 'grand-
children' many generations hence. A:different motiva-.
tion thigh', be to regard them as having.somesort of
claim to the earth they.will inherit . . '. In short, do
grandchildren'have rights?"

Political scientist, John Rodman, sees possible conflict
between the current vjewpoints emerging from the en-
vironmental movement. On the one hand, the
"EnlightenedEgoists" claim that it is useful and neces-
sary to save an endangerect species in order for the _

human species or human eivililation to survive. On the
other hand, "Natural Moralists" insist that it is our
duty to savel species because it has a righrto exist.
The two viewpoints can produce divergent goals such

. as in the disagreements between preservationists and
conservationists. He,urges the recognition of a more
comprehensive dimension-termed "Ecological Sensi-
bility." "Ecological Sensibility involves an .awareness
that the individual self and the.politically organized
society, as well as the biosphere, are ecologically, struc-
turally composed of diverse elmnents interacting to ,
maintain what-is normally a relatively steady state'
condition."

. The above ideas and, concepts thus offer a possible
context from which to examine the issues and topics pre-
sented in this module. What is environmentally ethical
and how to act in an environmentally "ethiCal mariner is
the challenge that the student will 'heed to confront and,
resolve.

Strategy
:

Although the issues and concepts of this module eintl
to be of an abstract, philosophical natpre, how we live

and behave fall in the realm of the concrete. Thus, to

9



addresi concerns about our relationship with our envi-
4 ronment, we have used a heightened case history ap-
proach to stimulate 4uden1s to think about and discuss
problems surrounding those issues. Using intensified
problem situations, students can more readily identify
the issues in conflict and therefore engage in the debate.'
Beginning from a seemingly simplified ques4n, more
complex issues will emerge as the questions tare pursued
in greater depth and when alternative ideas/positions
are introduced. In this manner, ffigher order, more so-
phisticated concepts evolve as Students actively partici-
pate in the discourse band the, process of' "thinking
through a problem." Each student, starting from an ap-
parently straightforward, simple conflict, should thus
be dile to grasp the prqblem and investigate it at the
level of tomplexity cohsistent with his/her mental
sophistication.

The dilemma discussion/debate constitytes a domi;
nant activity in this module. It has been shown to be a
highly effective vehicle to focus on issues and to chal-
lenge students to become involved participants. Some of
the dilemmas are adopted from adtuaLcaie histories,
while others, although hypothetical, reflect -critical
choices being made today or will need resoldtion in tile
foreseeable future. The role play and simulation activi-
ties are variations of this basic format. However, role
play offers an additional dimension that which re-
quires the student to step from his/her perspective and
adopt the perspective of anothen It involveslhe process
of decentration, an important process in the develop-
ment of higher level reasoning. Both:types of activities
require students to think about their own thinking and
thinking of others.

The rationale for these activities can he briefly sum-
marized as follows:

The highlY controersial problem situation quickly
generates differences otopinion among stkdents.
Students become aetively engaged in the dialogue.
Students are ekposed to 'alternative ideas or posi-
tions so that they must frequently re-exaMine theit
own positions.
Students learn to support their position in a well
thought out and logical manner.

During the course of discussion, students will experi-
ence ethical or value conflict. When the implications
and consequences of certain decisions areexamined, the
ou tcome may in fact be in opposition-to what the stu-
dent originally,thought to be desh:able..It is through the
process of experiencing conflict thatstudents develop
new ways, of thinking about problem,s and their solu-
tions. Also, students may find arguments presented by
their peers more relevant "to them than those they iead
or hear from adult authority. Althoughlt mayseem that
students learn less factual information from discussion,
than from lectures or readings, the discussion process
places a personal demand on students to synthesize, or-
ganize, and interrelate information and concepts \ In
this way, they are, in fact, developing higher level ociiis, .

that, unlike recall of factual material, do not readily
decay with time.

While the dilemma situations involve ldWiduals, we
have constructed them to reflect decisions having effects
at the personal, comniunity, ngtional and globaLleyels. .

Hence, students can',.begin to extend their scope of
thinking when they consider a variety ofsperspectives. in.
view of developmental research findings that place-se- .

nior high ,school students at Piaget's transition stage to
formal:logicai reasoning, many of the dilemmas require
that students consider the social impliOations of deci,"
sions beyond their own social sphere to those which re- -
fleet mote, global concerns. The intention is to move,
students from egocentric thinking to thinking maie
broadly. .

As mentioned previously, the dilemmas, as presented,
are simple iri form. Through in-depth discussion they
grow in-complexity. This is where skillful interjection of
questions iS ,so important. Your role aS teaCheri
facilitator becomes critical because your insights and ex4
perience help to stimulate studentt to think about new
ideas and gain neW perspectives*on the issue. The wgq;in
which students explore the dilemmas will, of course, de-
pend upon their intellectual arid conceptual level as well
as their interest and curiosity. Also, the subjeearea in
which the module is taught will .influence ways in which
concepts may be further developed such as concews
from sociology, economics, ecology, civi:es, philosophy,
history, etc. Drawing relationships frdm what is learned
in the course will inevitably make studente learning
More meaningful and effective.

In addition, we believe that understanding problems/
issues and formulating one's own ideas requires a
knowledge base as well as a- sense of personal involve-
ment. Introductory information is provided through ar-
ticles and commentaries. Additional knowledge is ac-
qufred as studints begin to think about and discuss ideas
in the several types. of activities and decision making
opportunities. For the most part, oppniing sides of the
issues are included in order that students can reflect
upon and questionthe wisdom of a given choice or ac-
tion. Some of the readings may ,appear to be sather
lengthy. They are included to. SerVe_more is reference
material offering a variety of, ideas for students .to de-
velop their own arguments or opinions. Studénjsmay
wish to skim am article first and then refer balt to-h as
neddedduring the course of the discussion or activity,

The strategies employed in this module afe,thercfore
designed to provide experiences that challenge studentsk
existing mode of thinking and lead them td develati
higher order dental structures. Many of these eicPek-
ences are gained thrinigh dynamic diafogue With other
classmates.Severatactivities place students inirdversary
positions or in role positions that do not reflect their
riersonal_ perspectives. OPportunities are thus created
for students to constructively argue with one another
aniiwith themselves.



If students have had few extieriences with the open-
ended discussions and activities caaraeteristic of this
module, they may experience some degree of uneasiness
and hesitate.to express their opinions. They Will pursue
you for the "correct answers, where in.fackthere are rio
quick, easy solutions. It becomes all the more important
that you hold firm to a neutral stance.- Once students
recognize your role as a dispassionate observer, they will
quickly resort to their bwn resources arid begin to make
decisions oa their own. Thiy situation has been verified
tiine,and time again by teachers who field tested these
materials. They find that students are willing and anx-
ious to express their ideas and opinions once they realize
that they can do so in a nonjudgmental atmosphere. The

..structure of the small group discussion and group plan-
ning exercises facilitates student dialogue and in addi-
tion provide a supportive environment for students
more reticient to speak up in larger group settings.

/
Of AnimalstNature anti .
People in the School Curriculum

To increase students' ability to analyze issues arising
from the interaction between people and the natural
environment.

-
To promote the development ofsocio-scientp rea-
soning. I el,

To increase students' skills in decision-making.
To develop students' awareness of their role in the
world community.
To provide opportunities for students to exatvine
their environmental values.
To introduce students to concepts related to environ-
mental ethics.
To increase students' ability to recognize the impact
and consequences of different types of decisions.
To increase Students' ability to develop and present
efftctive arguments in a logical.; comprehensive
manner. kb;

To increase students' ability to communicate and par-
ticipate more effectively in classroom discussions.

Components of ,Of Animals, Ngture and People

Student's Textbook
Teacher's Guide
Student Haadouts - 2

Of Atiimals, Nature and People is divided into two
sections. Section I, Life on Earth, contains a series of
dilemma discussion activities. Thek dilemmas raiseis-
sues regarding human behavior towards animals and the
natural environment and provide the fains for.class dis-
cussion. Some of the issues address concepts less fre-
quently entertained in every day ebliVersation such as
the rights of the environment, while other reflect age-
old environmental concerns such as the use of natural
resources and resource depletion. Questions that emerge
from this section address conceras such as "What is
proper action and behavior?" and "What are our duties .7
and responsibilities?" These orb quesiions of a mOral/
ethical nature, many of which are becoming increasingly
major concerns.as we faee problems of dirninishing re-
soared and the rapidly increasing rates of environmen-
tal deterioration.

This module, designed for the seaior high school,level
(gra s 11 and 12), can be infused into a number of
subj ct area courses: science, psychology, history, phi-
los phy, language arts, civics, etc. The types of issues
and concepts emphasized will.depend upon the ,course
and its focus. For example, in a science class greater
emphasis may be placed on investigating ecological con-
cepts. In a history or dvics class greater emphasis may
be placed on concepts related to law and the rights and
duties oT citizens:

The module format permits a high degree of flexibil-
ity. The dilemhia discussion, debate' and simulations can
be selectively iised in any order as extension activities to
ongoing tortics of study. Alternativ,ely, the module may
serve as the' basis of a study unit or mini course. The
pptimal use of this module will depend upon your needs
and interests and thoseof your students. However, the
concepts and issues in these materials become more
meanineul and pertinent when relationships are drawn

. between these efforts and ongoing class studies. By con-
.

tinually relating topics studied in class to the issues of
this mo'dule, the significance and importance of the
concerns, conveyed here can be better appreciated.
Moreover, students and teachers have found, in using
these materials, that the dilemma discusions and other
activities often suggest alternative dilemmas or addi-
tional activities. So often it is the case that many of the
best dilemmas are developed spontaneously*.cluring the
course of study. Having employed dilemrua discussion
and recognizing the value of this type of discussion, one
begins to recognize a vast array of other problematic
situationi that will stimulate lively discussion.

Objectives of the Module

To increase students knowledge about issues con-
cerning the relationship between people and the envi-
ronment.,

, The dilemma story heightens the issues in conflict,
highlighting the moral/ethical- aspects of the conflict.
Eacfi dilemma situation involves a critical decision to be
made by the central role character. Students are to
decide what the central role character should do find
supply reasods for taking a particular action. ,While the
decision choice is to be made by an individual, the rami-
fications of that decision at the community, national

, and global level are explored. .

,Backgrouad readings precede each dilemma and pro-
. vide some basic information surrounding the' contro-

versy. Differing viewpoints are included so that students
can gain, a greater understanding about the points 'of
contention. Moreover, they offer ideas.to initiate the
discussion .and can serve as preliminary arguments that
students enlarge upon in their discussion. Some of the
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readings may give greater emphasis tp one viewpoint
over the other. This is because the alternativo viewpoints
tend to be more frequently epoused and, we believe,
need not be reiterated here.

Following each dilemma is a series of probe questions
to stimulate discussion as weEo bring out other
aspects and implications of the situEon. The qpestions
are not sequentially ordered and may be used hherever
most appropritate in the course of discussion.

Each of the cliisemma stories raise two or.more moral
iskues. Table 4 identifies,the issues emphasized in each
of the dilemmas. Become familiar with the issues so that
yclu can anticipate questions to pose to students, Pro-
vocative questions will enhance the quality of the discus-
sion as well as help stimulate.thinking. Because dilem-
mas have no easy solutions, it is a natural tendency for
students to avoid the difficult issues and fats on other
aspects of the story. Your familiarity with the issues anti
prepared repertoire of possible probe questions will as-
sist students in addrssing the critical issues of the

dilemma.

Section II Resources and Choices contains two4
role play simulations. Part I of the first siMulation, The

, Ca.s`P of Mineral King, which simulates an actual case
that took place in the late 1960's, illustrates an issue that
has grown in prominence in tho past decades and may
become increasingly controversial. The issue in question
concerns the most appropripte use ocour, national and
state parks: should they be developed or left undevel-
oped? Should they be made more accessible to the
public-at-large? What are the consequences of commer-
cializing the parks? With incrtesk numbers of park
visitors, should therein limits placed on the number of
lbsitors? Will some areas of special interest or unused,,
beauty need to be kept off limits in order to protect
them from harm or destruction? These.and other re-

12,

lated questions will kee;tamined as students develop ar-
guments in support of the position they represent. Park
H, Voices of Rees and Rivers, is a courtroom trial based
on a case in which students will select mid focus on the
question of "rights" of inanimate objects.

In the Law of the Sea Conference simulation, stu-
dents will address issues facing the world community on
the ,use of the oceans. The complexity of the issues and
the many divergent perspectives will become apparent as
students proceed to develop a set of laws aceeptable to
all. nations. In this simulation itudents pfactice the art
of negotiation and the procesg of reaching consensus.

The simulation-role playforrriat offers Students op-
portunities to place themselvesin positions.that, in most
cases, are differentheir-VsTiff. They must, there-
fore, try,to reflect the perspective of,the role characters
they repreetnt and consider ideas foreign to their way of
thinking. Also, they learn to integrate and apply con-
cepts and information acquired from prior activities
and edticatiorial experiences. In the process of making
choices and decistrs, they must take into 'account the
multiplicity of factors impinging upon the problem and
evaluate the possible effects and consequepces. Simula-
tions of this type thus offer glimpsei into real world
situations, and opport6nities for students to epply their

,
knowledge and test ideas.

The flexibleformat of this modide allows for a diber-
sity of uses. The 6urse and its structure in which these
materials will be used is perhaps the best indicator of the
way the module should be employed. It may be taught
as a continuous unit, or the activities and dilemma dis-
cussioni May be interspersed in ways that best relate to
ongoing,topics studied in class. Again, there is no prede-
termined sequence for the dilemma discussions or the
simulations. Noaetheless, because the Law ofthe Sea
simulation is the more complex activity, it may be pref-

to reserve it pr the last.
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'These basic moral issues as identified by Kohlberg comprise the underlying elements of a conflict situation inliolving a moral decision. Our
dilemmas were constructed to incorporate two or more of these issues. Dilemma resolution requires a choice or action to be made beweeri
conflicting issues. For instance, in a dilemma dealing with the issue of governance and social justke, the questions suriounding the issue of

4 governance include. I) Should one accept or reject the authority of the governing body? 2) What are the charactristics and responsibilitiesof good
government? The social justice issue raises the quest;ons. I) Should one defend or violate the political, sacial and economic riet(s of another
person? 2) Phat are the basis of thcse rights?
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Conddcting Dilemnia Discussions In The
Since dilemma disettksion may be a 60 classroom tech-

nique. its major characteristies.the basic guidelines, and
some helpful suggestiiihs vyill be described. Them arcs no
hard. fast rules for leading dilemma disc Ussions. Most impor-
tant is that both teacher iind students feel comfortableparti-
dpating in the activ itxy,. The following guidelines arc merely
recommendations drawn from experie,nceS of person who
ha\ e conducted moral dilemma discussions in the classroom.
These Ma) or ma) not meet the jntire requirements oT your
particular situation and needs Adjuoments and changes ma)
be necessary so that the dilemmas and discussion format
correspond to the intellectual level and interests of your

,students. ,

Bask Steps in die Process

The five basic steps in conductinga.dilemma discussion as
outlined by Kohlberg and, his, associates arc as follows:

Pre.seniatioilqf the diettinia
Seketion of alternative positions

Small groun dismisions
. 0

Class (1isciTion .
.i

,
Swnmary and closihg pf discussion '

Background Information-- I,n our materials. yve have
included an additional component-- an information base. See
Diagram I, Schema .br Dilianaut Discussion. This back-
ground Information will provide studepts with at least a basic
understanding of the issues contqine8 in,the dilemma and

..* I
therefore the substantive content which can be used to
develop the discustm.. Moreover. the background materials
serve to bridge the gap -between the real world and the
h) pothetical ddemma situatik Hence, the dilemma will be
construed not simply as a story. but as:a reflection of real
spoon! concerns ,ind value moral conflicts that arise from
our scientific, technological activ ities. Readings or other
activ ities should therefore stimulate thinking and assist stli-
dents in the formulation of their personiZIviews regarding the
action that the main character(s) in thcdikmma should take.

Trie background information provided is b) no means

extensive, and you ma) find it_desirableftwelude additional
materials as the need arises. If you have readings or xercises
Which you feel /are more suitable for your stu-den o not
hesitate,to substitute or supplement what-has been included
here.11 n'addition, it trey be necessary to discuss in class some

of the more sophisticated concepts and technIcal terminology
to insure that students have an understanding of the basic

. .
issues.

Our desire is.to av oid encumber' ng students,with too much

technical detail and information. Nonetheless, some class s..
may wish to pursue certain topics in greater depth and sh d

be encouraged to do so. From our experience, additional,
research on the part of the students helps to generate a livelier

discussion tliat includes a wide diversity of persliectives.
Followingeach dilemma arc a series of questions. These

'questions can serve to probe fu cr into th'e issue or provide
the basis for developing oth-er mmas. The-dileinmas, as
presentedlocus on a limited inStance but, as educators are
well aware, issues have many more ramifications and can be
built upon toCncompass a much more complex' Situation.

14

Classroom°
Therefore, by proceang from a sipple situation, it is possi-
ble 'to increase the levels of compl xity in a step-wise fashion
with apinopriate questions.,

.

.
'Protocative questions can alsolielp students reflect on how

.they might be affected by ,cer,ain decisions or policies and-
.their roles as futurc decision-Making cifinns.i

+11,Presentation of the DilemmaAfter the students have
?cad the introductory material as a classroom oNtiomework
assignment, the dilemma c n be presented. The dilemma may
be read to the class as a w ole, or else, each student can read
tfie dilemma fortmself,/ erself. At this point you may wish
to determine if the students fully understand the dilemma,
This canpc identified y asking: .

Do vou feel that 1his is a hard question to ansWer?

.ase summariie the situation'? - e
ht the main character have to considGen

Will someone pl
What things mi

c?mak nga cho ic
What arc the

/
ain points.in the-conflict?

.
. Who would ibe prunarilyaffected by the decision?

GroupPiscussiohlt is usually recommended that*
dilemma discuisions be first conducted in small groups161-
lowed by discussion wit,the entire class. Students often art'
more willingAo speak out in small rather than large groups. It
offers indivi'duals greater opportunity to'sgeak out as well as/
places ino e reSponsibtlity on eadh'person to contribute to the
group's a tivities. The wile of in ormality in a small grout')
allows for entertainipg unique ork1nusuaileas that students
may, hesitate ki bring up in a kkger grouping for fear of ,
ridicule or "put4lowns." ,

,

Homogeneous Grouping The small discussion groups
(four to six students) may be formed in a number of ways.

-41.1om a show of hands,or written answers students w1io vote
"yes" or "no" on the queglion can be identified and grouped '
according to their posithm: There should be enough heter-
ogeneity inmong class members to create division the

questionfand formation of the small discussion groups.
Smdll groups where members hold similar positions wo Uld

provide a more congenial atmosphere for initiating discus- -
sion Here the students will,feel less threatened if their peers
share the same action decision and be more willing to con-
tribute to the conversation. The membership would be more
suprtive, and individuals would not sense a fear of attack Sr
failure.

Heterogeneous Grouping In another format, students
may be,arbitrarily grouped. Here they have the,additional
taSk of evaluating, ;Thalyzing. critieizing and challenging the
reasons given in the alternative choices. In this approach the
degret of controversy is heightened, creating the potential of
generating a livelier exchange. In defendink particular cho-
=Abe student Will need to come up with more convincing
reasons in order to persuade the others tcrsupport,his/ her
siife. Or the group might begin by using a "brainstorm"

r-
session and-generate a series of supportIng reasons for the
different positions, These responses can then be exaMined and
comparedwith one another. Through an elimi nation process.
the group can select the morc compelling arguments for each
position,

.44
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*DIAGRAM 1

SCHEMA FOR DILEMMA DISCUSSION

' Tracher Actilties

assignreadings.
exercises,etc.

cheqk students'
understanding

,

s'et up small' groups

help stimulate
discussion
(probe questions)

coordinate,Wass focus
(plibe.questions)

bring discussion to close.
summarize main reasons

determule types of
relevant acUvities

yr

(.;

t

, BACKGROUND INFORMATION

4

PRESENTATION OF DILEMMA

,tes

SEt.,ECT ALTeRNATIVE
4 " POSITIONS

SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION

CLASS DISCUSSIONS.

SUMMARIES )

. EXTENSION AC TlifTliS
(oPtional)

Whattner grouping strategy y ou decide to employ, a.11 the

iNgroups
sd focus on the moral issues of the dilemmh. To

more personally ins ohe students in the group discussion have

. them first express their feelings about the dilemma. Some
preliminary questions for consideration might include., .

What issues in the dilemma aie hard to talk about? What
'makes them difficult to discuss'?

Can y ou foresee y ourself liming to make such I decision?
Do you know anyone who has had to mala a similar

decision?
Have you recently read anypnews articles about similar

dilemmas? .
How ddyou think you would feel if you bad to make such

a decision?
When yotr have a problem. how do you think it through?b

Once the students become comfortable with the discussion
focnat( they can then begin to critically discus the position
taken and the supporting reapns. Th'ey sitould consider the
adequacy of the reasons given as well as the adequacy of their
own reasons.After statingcomparing and evaluating each of

.3

k

J.

Student Activities
. .

.

S.
readings, films. ;
exercises

identify sitbation..
clarity terms,

indicate preliminary
action Choice

4

.4

exainipe individual
reasons s
react to probe qusstions

examine different
\* reasons - group repcirts

discuss issues. con-, .
sequences. implications

resent main ideas.
reasons -
review ctiscuesion

. .
k

further research, essays,
analogous, dilemmas. etc.

th's reasons, they might select two or three of those that they
believe best support the position taken on the dilemma igues.
Each of the dilemmas contains two or morc major Moral

. issues. It is important that thcistudents recognize ihe issues
within a dilemma and direct their attention to the issues and
not to the irrelevant aspects of the dilemma (i.e., speculating
on the reality of sucra situation),

If a group has difficulty in getting started or if discussion
begins to lag, the teacher can interject a pi'obeliluestion or two
to "activate conversatidn. (See the dilcussion below on the
different types and uses of probA questions.) Samifle probe
questions are listed at the end elf each,dilemma and may be
used selectively as needed. It is often uSeful to have students

answer a fcw of probe q uestions as a written assignment prior
to the group discussion. In this way, students have time and
opportunity to reflect on the issues and become molt con-
structive contributors to the dialogue.

A recorder sh oda be ?elected to list die group'S conclusion
to be presented in a written or verbal form for the entire class

discussion.
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*Clap Discussion The entire class reconvenes tc hear the

comments madc.in thc various groups. I hc discussion results
of each :if the groups are preseqted for thc entire class to
examine. They might be best disfilayed on the chalkboard or
overhead projector. this procedun: presents the opportunity
for Audents taking opposing % loss to ask questions and

halknge thc different view pets. Again. the adequacy of the
reasons arc critically analy ied and merits of each discussed..
Students reawning at lower les els will be exposed to higher
levd ictsuningond discover th& their reasons may not have
taken wider implicatwns into consideratam and hence te less
a ppiopriate eor resolving the conflict.

The dos as a OA can then .t..huose the best reasons,fur
cach position. You will find that although students may not
be afik to gencrate higher level reasons they w ill tend to prefer
reasons one stage higher than their own.

Thc lass discussion Is must f ruitful if the discussion guides
udents to explore ideas they ha% e not considered and to

think about those higher level r.asons. can be accom-
plished through the usc of probe questions. 1 here are basi-
cally seven types of probe questions:"

Clartfi tug probe. Asking student to explin vy hat he, she
neao w hen y oumeans in his her statement. "What do ou r

say &it concealing cvidenci. is. immoral? Wha

i
t is the meaning

of imtmralr.
2 Pert epttun irhe, Aing probe. Determ ining whether stu-

dent un.derstands a statement madc b anothcr indi% dual.
"Please explain to me whqt Joe has just said." .

3 AMC ,pec rth probe.. Examining student's thinking on thc
major issues ( Kohlberg has identified ten that underlie moral
reasoning see fable 4). WI.) should the government estab-
lish standards for a:r quality'? What should good guidelines
take into account?" ( Issues. governance and law)

4 Inter-were probe. Rcrlving conflict w hen two or more
issues appear to be at ads. "Should a richer country be
allowed to use a greater share of the earth's resources'?"
(Issues: social justice. life, property)

5 Rule stt itch probe. Placing student in the position of
someone ins olved in the dilemma. "W hat would you do if
you had to make that decision?"

6 Universal wnsequerue.s probe. Considering thc impli
tion of the judgment made when applied to everyone. "W
might happen if every household were requiied to reduce it
use of electricity by 30(4? Is it fair to place such demand's
everyone?"

7 Reason seeking probe. "How did you
conclusion?" or "Why'?"

Questioningalong these lines will lead studs,
their scope of thinking and-to evaluate effects a
ces of different solutions. It.offersihem an opp

how others might thtnk about the same issue
them to consider the many sides of an issue.

Probe questions cait also be used to dev
d !lemmas or introduce more abstract idea
complexity of thc dilemma. For instance,
ing personal sacrifices in a gasoline rationiii

comc to this
t

ts to.broaden

d coosequen-

rtunit ',see
d allenges-

rna tive

ng thc
a Inv ok-

u3tion might
be extended to. consider social and life-style changes in our
highly mobile society. How should transportation fuel be best
allocated? Does private andpublic interest conflict if gasoline

I 6

were rationed? Dilemma's of an inter-personal nature can thus
be presented from a community. national or even inter-global
perspective to stimulate thinking about future implications
for human soCiety.

Skillful quiStioning bikomes the tool to aid students to
think critically . analy/ing the positions they take rind the
value inherent in their position. They'Aiould begin to dis-
cover the significance of, th,eir principles by relating those
principles to specific decisions and situations. Is goternment
severely limiting our freedo of choice wherLit enacts safety
regulations? What should freedom mean? What is the rela-
tionship between freedoni and rdponsibility? What shpuld be
thc role of government in protecting the health and welfare of
future society? The constant interplay between the abstract
principles, concepts and specific instances is pertinent in inak-
ing the dialogue a thoughtful, meaningful exercise. Students
need to undersland concepts on their own terms before they
can integrate new Concepts and ideasAnto their tho'ught struc-
ture. The process oc des elopment i onc where students
actively experience (or think about) new ideas 'is hid; in turn
interact in rgt ructuring thc form of thinking.

Discussion should also include analysis of the information
and ts given. How does the information influence the
decision'? What is inferred from thepformation presented?
Were the facts provided sufficient for informed decision mak-
ing? What additional information is desirable'? How might
one go about acquiring additional know ledge? On what basis
does one sort out and analyie the factsgis en? To what degree
does the information ipfluence the decision tovards onmosi-
tion or another?

Finally. the consequences and implications mnst be
appraised. This is the test of the effects of thc position taken,
again values are weighed. What values are held? What makes

them desirable'? What arc the priorities? How is the nature of
human society perceived?

. Closing the Discussion The discussion can be closed with

a simple summary statement of the major points made. This
summation will help the student bring together the ideas.,
entertained during the discussiOn into sharper focus. One
approach is to write down the list of the major reasons/ argu-
,ments "pro" and "con". The rea'sons most preferred by the
stude ts can bc indicated, or thereasons can be rank ordered.

. l' e different positions on.the dilemmas should not be
ged for that would imply a correct answer. A "right"

answer. would also defeat the purpose Of future discussions:
students will try to "second guess" the optimum position
response. However, at this time the students should have
another 11)o portunity tO fittreasons they pergonally prefer
or finn ost persuasive. This decision need not be openly
declared. Suggest tha\the students exa.line their' original
reasons after hearing thc other gomments. What might they
wish to change or add? .

It may be appropriate at thisjime to point out someaal
situations that resemble the hypothetical dilemma. How were

they resolved and what'were somc of the results? Students
may begin to notice analogous dilemmas that are currently
making the news headlines.lt is a good idea to take everY
opportunity to relate conccpts discussed in class to the stu-
dents' personal experiences and lever of interesi. .
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Some General Guidelines for Dilemma Discussion

Dilemma discussions should flow naturally and comforta-
bly, Howeser when students hase had little exposure to
open-ended ty nes of discussions. it is often difficult to engage
them in in-depth wloration of.on issue. The following are
some pointers thatmight be useful in stimulatingdiscussion.

Goals of Moral DiscussionBarry Beyer. who has written
extensively on moral5discussion techniques. has pointed out
that the goals of moral dufussion should contnbute'to the
cis emit objectives of the course and general educational goals.

in addition to introducing new ones. lience these goals are
general rather than narrow in nature. Among these arc: I)
improving karning skills. 2) im proving self-esteem. 3)

improving attitudes toward school. 4) improving knowledge
of key concepts. and 5,)-facilitating stage change.0

An important teaching strategy is to encourage students to
thin1( about and reflect on alternatives and consider different
ideas. The processsof development includes extending one's
imagination and exploring one's thinking.ii

Classroom Atmalphere Every effort should be taken to
create an atmosphere conducive to an open. free exchange of
ideas. Suidents should feel at ease when expressing thcir
thoughts and. when confronted with challenge. not feel that
they are being attacked personally. Thc emphasis is on ana lyz-
i ng the reasoning process by considqingdivergent viewpoints
sand altermitive choices. It would tivtressed that no onc
answer is correct or absolute; each position has merits and
invites investigation.

Classroom furniture should be arranged in such a way that
students can speak directly with one another and can be easily
heard. For small group discussions the chairs might 'be
arranged in a number of small circles so that attention can be
given to all members ofihe group with-out delineating an
authority focal point. The seating should also offer some
degree of flexibility so that students might be able to shift
groups or sharelt heir thoughts with members of other groups.
A student who is uncomfortable with one group or who
wished to take,the opposing position may want to move to
another group.

Role of Teacher The teacher's crucial role in dilemma
discussions is that 'of a creative process facilitator whosc
function is to stimulate students' searching and "stretching."
arid help students:embark on their own petsonal scarch. A
kcy skill lies in sensitive listening. By listening with care and
delaying action the teacher can begin to;
, Identify 'problems that students may have in coming to
grips with the issuesdo the questions need fun her.,
clarifita tion?

Identify students who monopolite or dominate the
conversations:

. Find students s ho are hesitant in expressing thFir ideas.
Present the discussion from becoming a clash of

personalities;

Find when the discussion begins to lag or focuses on
irrelevant details..etc.

By posing questions to thc group or certain group
members. the teacher can then 'provide helpful guidance or
gently ditect thevourse of the discussion.

At all times it is important hat the teacher 'be supportive
and reInforce in a positive planner. Students should not be
singled out as having given particUlarly "good" or "bad"
answers. ach response should be taken as a point of depar-
ture for f rther discussion. The question "why"shOuld be the
dominant concern.

Some degree of structure in a diséussion is necessary bul
structure should nsver hindcr the flow of ideas. Probe ques-
tions can serve as fRe guiding structure, but they need not be
taken in any order or-progress in a stepwise fashion. For a
given group of students somc questions may stimulate More
interest or controversy than others: the less fruitil questions.
therefore. need not be pursued. 4

Promoting student to student interaction is another major
role of the teacher. requiring insight and patience. Thc discus-
sion process'is an evolutionary one. often requiring much timc
before'a definitive direction can beverceived. At times it rvy
even appear that the discussion is cireuitous. but it is imperatti)

live that each student has the opportunity to air his/her views
and partake as an ictive member of the grou'p. The student:
whcn hei she bccomcs confident in himself/ herself .and
recognizes the worth of his/ her ideas, will then accept the
responsibility of hist her role in the group ag well as become
more receptive to the idcas of others.

Characteristics of Dilemma Discussion
Open-ended approach: There is no single"right"answer.

Thc goal is not to reach agreement but to critically discuss the
reasons uscd to justify a recommended action. Thc ernphasis
is on why somc reasons may be more appropriate than others.

Frejexi.hange of ideas: Students should feel comfortable
in expressing their thoughts. Each student should have an

opportunity to contribute t'o the discussion within a non-
judgmental atmosphere.

Student to student interadion: The conversation is prim-
arily between student and student, not teacher artd student.
Thc teacher uses questions to guidc the discnssion and
encourage students at adjacent stages of moral reasoning to
challenge onc another. ILecture or recitation should be
avoided.

Development of listening and verbal skills: Each stutient
should bc intimately engaged in the discussion activity, build-
ing and expanding on onc another's ideas as well as exainining

each response critically.
Focus on reasoning: Reasons are to emphasize the pres-

criptive "should" rather than thc "would" arguments.
Dilemmas produce conflict:Tonflict heightens stndent

involvement' and interest and should have a 'personalized
meaning for thc student. Resolution of internal conflict is a
precondition for advancement to higher stage reasoning.

Helpful Hints

Res iew carefully the dilemma to bc discusscd in class and
try to anticipate any problems that students might encounter
when dealing with the dilemma.

Identify the main issues and list a few questions that might

help clarify the issues for the students(partieulatly. how these
issues might relate to thc students' lives).

Determine if there are words or concepts that May be
unfamiliar to your students. These should be defined mid
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discussed so that the students do not become mem helmed
by the terminology and can 'more easily grasp the essence of
the problem. 1

If you ha0 readings which you feel a 're more pertinent or
appropriate. usc them in place pf those included here.

Consider whether or not thc dilemma poses conflict foi
your students. It is often possible that the dilemma as written
is either too sophisticated or too sifnplistic. and the students
cannot appreciate the implicit conflict. The dilemma question
might be reworded or altenfd in order to elicit a division of
opinion among the students.*

Whcn presenting the dilemma.story make sure the st u-
dents understand the problem and the goal of the discussion
acne it). This can belecomplished by hacing a student sum-
mary': the story and list some of the possible alternatices
available-to the ma:i charactens).

If a class is not accustomed to discussion-type activities, it

might he wise to group the students in such a way that those
who arc morc vocal and aggressive do not dominate or
monopolize the discourse. Try to bafance each group with
different personality characteristics.

When the discussion has difficulty getting started or gets
bogged down. have ihe students role-play the main character.

The shift in focus can assist them in gaining additional pers-
pective into the situation.

Tr) nut to be too impatient lithe discussion does no seem
to go any where. As in an) other type of group interaction.
some svarrn-up time is necessary so that tudents can relax
and reflect on their own thoughts.

Students may continually look to you as teacher for
direction and "eorrect" answers. When asked a question you

. can J huft thc attentwn by posing that question to another
student and seek his/ hcr opinion. In this way the dynamics of
student interaction can be maintained.

Tape recording some of the student dialogue may be
useful ns an evaluation tool to help organize future discus-
sions and suggest additional probe questions.

It is important that the discussion does not drift aimlessly
or become a clash of personalities. Skillful interjection of
probe questions will provide direction to the group discus:
sion, therefore, become familiar with the different types of
probe questions so that you can use them with fluency. ,

Questions Commonly Asked
.In order to lead dilemma questions. do teachers need to

identify the stage at which a student reasons?
No,there is usually enough heterogeneity within a class-

room so that several stages of reasoning arc represented.

Most Important is to encourage different students to engage in

the dialogue and to bring out the many different ,ways to
resolve a problem.

What if everyone in the class takes the sameposition?
This does not presenLpy difficulty:The particular position

taken is not important; what is important is the argument
used to suppcothe position. The different levels frasoning
on the dilemma.should provide itifficiently lively debate.
Students can also be asked to put,themselves in theother
Rosition and develop arguments tcisuoort that ppsition.

Should students be requirid to give reasons for their
decisions?

No, if reasons arc not.olunteered, y off can simply ask
another student to comment. The debate should nOt be forced
but evolve naturally.

flow does one detect student growth?-\
Development is a slow process and a limited number of

, classroom dilemma discussions is not expected to advance
students from one stage to the next overnight, However.
students having experienced a diversity of alternative ideas
should begin to develop an increasingly more global oiienta-
non and consider the different aspects of a problem.

Will a student reasoning at higher levels regress and
accept the reasons of a more forceful lower stage argument?

No. regressipn is not consistent with the stage theory. Per-
sons reasoning at higher stages will see their argument rein-
forced as4he discussion continues: Their reasons can deal
more effecticely with the question over a briiader variety.of
situations. lower stage reasons begin to fail short. Studies
have demonstrated that higher reasons air preferred over
lower reasons:

flow long does one continue the discussion?
Discussion should continue for as long as it is fruitful and

students contihue to display a level of interest and --
involvement.

- I. the objea of the disc ussion to convince the class.to
accept higher Icvel reasons?

No. Simply "parroting" higherstage reasons does not effect
or indicate growth. A stage reflects one's dominant mode of
thinking on moral issues, one that is utilized, The purpose of
the discussion is to provide new exposures and create a state
of disequilibrium so that individuqls begin to rethink and
restructure. Discussion facilitates the course of development.
it does not dictate it.

"Edwin Fenton. Ann Colby and Betsy Speicher-Dubm. Developing moral dilemmas for social studies classes. Carnbndge. llarard .in&crity, Moral
&location Research Foundation. 1974.

l!Barry. Beyer. Conducting moral discussions in the claWoom. Social Echormlon. April, 1976. 195-292.

"Clive Beck, Mies. Toronto: McGrawHill. 1972.
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Overview

This ,section of the student's booklet cpntains ten di-
lemma stories for student discussionsOch raises a dif-
ferent type of question about our behaviors, attitudes
and responsibilities towards other living things. As men-
tioned earlier, they follow no prescribed order and will ....
produce more interesting discussion if they can be re-
lated to topics currently studied in class. The time you-
spend to carefully review each .of the-dileminntAvhen
youplan.your course Ctlfrin triiri Will be well worth your
while. Each dilemma is more complex than it appears on
the. surface. As you .tead.through them, you will no
doubt-begin to discover the variety_olsopics that relate
to the issues incorporate in the dilemma.

ft is also recommended that some interval of time,
such as two or three days, elapses between dilemma dis-
cussions. A corttinuous dieYof dilemma discussions can
become laborious and reduce their impact.\As with all
classroom activities, it is useful to provide variety in.or-
der to stimulate student interest and curiosity.Appor-
tant to bear in mind is the idea of.active student iM,olve-
ment and theipeed to devise strategies that .encourage
students to seek new ideas and knowledge:

The format of this section is:
BACKGROUND READING(S)
HYPOTHETICAI, DILEMMA STORY
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Background Readings

The background readings have been selected on the ba-
sis of the arguments they raise on issues contained in the
dilemmas. Hence, they are intended to familiarize stu-
dents with the topic and provide some initial ideas for
discussion. Space limitations have necessitated eliminat-
ing many excellent articles that otherwise would have.
beerniricluded. Also, we do not wish to overburden stu-
dents with so much reading that the assignment becomes
tedious. However, it is important for students to read the
introductory articles prior to the class discussion. Oth-
erwise, the discussion can become a mere exercise of
unfocused chatter. You may have other articles that are
more current or illustrate a similar local situation. These
articlit may replace what we have included or, serve as
additional references. Local articles bring the topic
"closer to home and can enhance understanding of the
issues as well as help relate classrboin learning to imme-
diate Community concerns.

Moreover, the background readings demonstrate the
importance of information and knowledge in decision
making-In-order-to make-wist -and reSIOntibre deci-
sions, one needs to be informed as well as be aware,of
the multiple factors that impinge upon and interact In
the situation. Nonetheless, the writers are not free from
bias. Given that writers are ,not totally objective, stu-
dents must be aware of their prejudices and ,point of

. view. As the students read the articles, help them criti-

cally analyze the writers' intent, the types of persuasive . _ -

techniques em p1 oyed and the form of the arguments.
Students wjihil eed to consider the logic of the argument,
whether conclusions 'follow from the premises, as well
as the sçcbtle devices used to elicit emotional reactions.
Constr ctive critiques or analysis of the articles can be

_incorporated in the small irup or class discussions by
1 terjecting apprpfiate rquestions at opportune times.,

any times stude rsinay Simply parrot arguments from
tile readings so that challengifig Thin' to reflect upon
their statements serVes as a strategy for assessing the
perspective/position of the writer. Thus, a crucial lesson
4n- these activities-is learning to evaluate Information
critically and to discriminate between fact and opinion.

Hypothetical Dilemma Stories

General guidelines for conducting pilemma discussions
are founcLon pages 14 to 18 of this guide, A careful
review of this section will proVide insights on how to
facilitate interesting class discussions and make them
useful learning experiences. Although the ailemmas are
written for a class discussion format, they may be easily
adapted for other formats without major changes or
revisions.

One format, the classroom,debate, is outlined in the
student's booklet and provides a change of pace from
the typical discussion. Several of the dilemmas may be
conducted as a mock trial another alternative. Both
of these formats are more formal and require more
preparation on the student's part. The more structured
presentation demands careful and logical development
of the arguments and, in addition, helps students prat
tice and improve upon their public speaking Skills. IT
you elect to conduct debates or mock trials, it is impor-
tant to insure that all students participate actively. Stu-
dents not involved in the actual presentations should
help the spepters identify the major arguments, conduct
research and serve as "devil's advocates" when the pre-

;
senters practice their arguments before thefr own group.
The preliminary preparation is the more important as-
pect of these activities; and the amOunt of imput pro-
vided by team/group members will directly reflect upon
the quality ofthe presentations.

Some dilemmas maY serve as a basis for role play
activities. As students construct their role characters
and develbp the dialogues, they will be induced to ex-
plore the issues in greater depth. If yOu choose to. role
play the dilemma, have the students delyelop two
scenarios, one that explores the implications.and conse-
quences" of one decision and fikewise, one for th,e other
decision. In this Manner, they' will have taken into ac-
count the opposing siges of the qtieStion.-Roleolay is -my-
especially useful technique to helpsstudents gain hetter
understanding of another person's.perspective. 'In such
situations they must disissociate themselves from their
own mode of thinking gild place themselvesin a differ-
ent position, very often 'a position in direct conflict' to
their own. If you have acCess to videotape equipment,



you may wish,to videotape the presentation. Having to
perform before a camera offers an incentive to be well
organizeS and engenders a greater sense of importance.
Moitovek the videotape can be used as a method for
presenting thedileMma to otherelasses.
d: Another possible format is that of a class survey. Stu-
dents may wish to conduct an opinion survey using the
dilemma as the questionnaire. A survey offers a number,
of valuable learning exberiences. Students will have an
opportunity to gather opinions from people other than
their classmates. Encourage them to interview people of
different ages, from different backgrounds and experi-
ences and representing different professions. In this
way, the opportunities for experiencing a wider range of
ideas increase. Also, students will gain experience in
communicating with people outside their immediate
peer group. The responses that they obtain will serve as
additional ideas for class discussion, However, before
the students proceed on their survey, they should receive
adequate instructions and guidelines for conducting in-
terviews. The instructions should include Some of the

,following points:

Preparing for the interview. Help students:
'identify the purpose of the interview.and make
sure they understand the task (i.e., to obtain
opinions, noeto engage in an argument)
8e1ect poPulation to be interviewed
select a limited number of questions to ask and
test the questions to make sure they are eas}t to
understand and elicit responses.
practir the interview so students are confident
when ffiey go out:
practice techniques of good listening

Conducting the interview. Suggest tha't tudents:
ariange a convenient time and place for the in-
terview. The place should be quiet and comfort-

, able. Sufficient time should be set aside what
one is not hurried or interrupted.
remember that ;the interviewees are giving of,
their time and efforts. Students should be effi-
cient and-focus on the task.
appear neat and be well mannered (i.e., remem-
ber to thank the interviewer, ,

explain the ptirposeof the in$erview, ask ques-
tions cloddy, and 'make sure the other person,
understands the questions.
try to get the interviewee to explain their re-
sponses as completely as possible. -Since this is
not a "yes" or "no" type of surVey, the inter-
viewer needs to encourage thcother person to
express his or her thoughts and ideas by show-
ing interest and probing gently.)

The results of the survey can be summarized and used
in a number of ways. For example, the class might con-
vene in small,groups to analyze the responses, summa-
rize the predominant reasons and present their findings
to the entire class. Students might then decide what
opinions they most agree or disagree with and meet
again in small groups to discuss their own reasons for
supporting or not supporting a given position. Another
proceduremighebegin by grbuping thd responses based
on a characteristic of the population surveyed, such as
according to age. The different responses might then be
compared and contrasted. Sotne generalizations atiout"
the characteristics of a particular group fnight then be
discussedAThat is, wtit concerns mightsounger chil-
dren focus upon? How do these differ from that of an
older group? How might one account for these differ-
ences? Are some reasons more completely thought out
than others?. The opinion survey activity, thus, enoses
students to a wider diversity of ideas and offers addi-
tional opportunities to analyze and critically evaluate
the information obtained.o
.Discussion Questions

Tile discussion questions that follqw each of the dilem-
mas are intended to help students explore the dilemma .
in greater depth and examine the number ofeotnsider-
ations that enter into decision making,. Additionally,
they can serve to activate the discussions When the dis-
cussion of the group seems to lag or reach an impasse,
your interjection of a pertinent question can quickly re-

, vitalize the discussiqn. Hence, there is no set order for
using the questions por do all questions need to be cov-
ered: in fact;Jnauy of the questions might well be raised
spontaneously during the discussion. These questions
are only a sample or the different types of questibns
seudents Might examine in the course of thedis..s.ussion.
You, no doubt, Will identify many more, expecially"
questions that relate to concepts covered in your course.

The questions are also useful to initiates students' tO
think about the dilemnia before they sliare their ideas
with others. For example, have the students read the
dil ma and assign one of the questions/to pe answered
in writing for homework. When thestudents return to
class the next day and meet in their\small groups, thek
will have formulated some opinions and organized some
ideas on the subject. The process of recording ideas on
paper requires students to reflect more critically oh the
isstes-so that they are better prepared to contribute to,
the discussion.

Some of the questions are designed to dhlect students
to think about the effects and consequences of partieu-
lar discussions trom the perspective of society-at-large.
Such questions can help to focus the discussion on the_
major aspects of the problem since students easily g9er
side-tracked and dwell upon less relevant, points."Ak(o,
questions tizf this type can serve as the essay tok5, for p
written assignment that stnnmarivis the many ideal
brought out in class discussion.
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The skillful use of questions .cannot be over enipha-
sized. The success of the discussion rests to a large ex-
tent on the types of questions entertained and using
questions to get studerits to think about their own think-.
ing. Eventuallyras 'students become more experienced in

the discussiontrocess, they will generate their own
questions spontaneously and need not rely on questions
we have provided.

Comments and Suggestions

Dilemnia 1: The Wild Deer Hunt

TOPICS EXPLORED: (
Sport4lunting
Wildlife Management

*The topic of sport hunting ranks among the -most
emOtionalty laden subjectt. Advocates on one or the
other side maintain their position adamantly and aje at
such diametrical extremes that it is difficult to find a
common basis for discourse. Typical argument's tend to
be so emOtionally charged that they olierpower reasoned
and rational considerations. When your students discuss
this dilemma, try.to keep thein from turning the discus-
sion into a zealous display of passions.. A strategy to
minimize this possibility is to have the students, before
they commence the discussion, identify the major argu-
ments from the different positions. When they meetifil
their small groups they can begin With an analysis of the
various arguments, examining,the validity of the prem-
ises and tracing the logic of the,reasonirig. This process
will also assist in bringing the major issues into sharper
focus. .

.-
Dilemma 2: The Life of Chicken Little: An Excur-

sion into Poultry Farming

'

-

TOPICS EXPLORED:
Livestock Farming Practices

a Modern Earm Technologies and
Economics
Animal Rights

Dilemma 3; Beauty on the Surface

TOPICS.EXPLOREp:
Animal Experimentation
Product Safety Testing

While,many advácates of animal welfare object to
any use of experimental' animals, the intent of ihis di-
lemma is to call attention to the types of expetiMental
procedures requiring animals and examine attitude§ re-.. .

garding use of ahimals in,the research laboratory. The
United States, for the most part,.has few restrictions or.
guidelines for animal research. Moreover, the.concerri
of food, drug and other product ,safety has accelerated
the use of 'animals in ,the ,testing programs. Conse-

-- quently, many prevailing practices have(beeildictated by
our perceived needs '.and acceptance of conventional
techniques. The issues raised herescenter upon:1) How -

can animal abuse be minimized? 2) What tYpes ani-7
mal research arejustifiable? 3) What other alternatives
are available? 4) I e development of certain products
ünnecessary? '

Domestication of animals for food has `served as a
basic means for human survival through, the ages. The
more recent advent of modern technOlogies and ad- ,.
vances in scientific inowledge has brought about now
livestock raising methods. The factory production ori-
entation of these methods have arouied the concerns of
a sector of the public who pose questions regarding
proper treatment of livestock. It is this question, and

D'not necessarily that of promoting vegetarianism, that, is
the issue in,this dilemma. In their discircion, students
will need to examine how humans view their relation-
ship to animals and th6 issue of basic animal rights. t

22

Dilemma:4: The Right to Own

TOPICS EXPLORED:
Recombinant DNA
The Role of Scientific Inquiry
Ownership of New Forms of Life

Although the Supren1e Court has ruled, that labora-
tory created life forms May be patented, the moratand
safety implications of gene splicing remain unresolved.
While:ownership of a single-cell organism may appear

seemingly innocuous, the potential of creating -more
Cohiplex-life-formsand hqw they Might be used-or 'Ms-.
used presents More Iilbling questions. A fundamental
question is the question of whe-ther,we have the right to
tinker with life -forms, -altering the natural course of
evolution. Do humanshave the wisdom i-o-control and'
direct the development of- life? Will the future of earth
and future humangenerations be adversely affected bY
the newly,created species? A'ssociated with ,th'ese quel--
tionsr concerning who determines what -is .created, and
how the new creaqons are "vibe uset. That is, whatAre
the limitations to oil' cherished freedom of scientifiC
inquiry? If the new creations accidently become deadly
pathogens and infect the populace Or becôMe Uncon-
trollable, who can he held' responsible?: The quettions
'become even more difficuit when we.conslder the POssi,
bility of cloning higher farms of life. Will_ theY-bOhe
pronely of the inventor? Will they have rights aniththir,
tan theirrightS\ he Protected?

At another lev,eiare questions surrounding the. relit:
tionship between:scientists and the public,:and between'
!ndustrial sectecrand7open access/sharing 0-scientific
niformition. With the fast groiving .comineraisilism Of

!
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recombinant DNA products, research scientists have be-
come entrepreneurs. the traditional sharing of scien-
tific information important to scientific advancement-
hecomes cloaked with secrecy to protect conimercial in-
terests. Safety concerns over laboratory procedures and

ri resultant products raise questions. about government's
rok. in regulating those activities..

This dilemma thus raiseu number of new issues du.-
rently debated at many levels scientific, economic,

public.'Your classroom discussions may focus
on any .nuinber of .the issues and produce interesting
ideas about question's, surrounding our biomedical
revolution.

,Dilemma 5: For Food and A Way of Life .

TOPICS EXPLORED:
Protection-oLEnclangered Species

Food and Culture i
International Relationship and

.. Treaties

This dilemma examines whale hunting sestrictions
from the peripective of native Eskimos. Their very sur-
vival, socialstructure and cultural traditions come into
jeopardy when restrictions are placed on whaling activi-
ties. Although the dilemma question focuses on the
Eskimos' obligation to abide by an international agree-
ment, other asPects of thedilemma should be explored
in the drscussion. Some cif these issues relate to the U.S.
governmeni's role in protecting an endangered species
and its obligations to protect the Eskimo way of lite.-
The urrent situation stems from earlier unControlled
éxp oitation of whales, the consequences of which'
Eskimos now bear. The-delicacy of this situation from
the,standpoint of international agreements and compro-
mises on commercial whaling should also be considered.

hilemma 6 In Need of Wood and Forests

TOPICS EXPLORED:
Deforestation
Resource Conservation
Spbsistence Survival

Garrett Hardin's scenario `..11agedy of the Com-
mons". has been replayed time and again, but iS per-'
haps most poignantly illustrated in many Third World
countries where the struggle to maintain a bare subsis-
tence survival has lead to untold environmental destruc-
tion. Tgis dilemma exemplifies the difficulties faced by
'governments and policy Makers who want to reverse the
fast-growing loss of important forest lands. At the per-
sonal level where there are no alternative fuel sburcei,
decisions to cut trees become &question of maintaining
life. It is hoped that discussion of this-dilemma will in-
crease students' awareness of the enormity Of theprob-

lems related to soil depletion and erosion. Relationships
should also be drawn between soil productivity and
feeding the world's ever expanding population.

Dilemma 7: The Race ACrioss the Sands

TOPICS EXPLORED:
Desert-Ecdogy
Environmental Protection
Land Use and. Recreation

Efforts to'proteet desert-land ,may'conieas& surpike
to most people because wetYpically view deserts 4,bar-
len waited lands. The 'reading, icemripanying, this di-
lemma, however, offers an extellent descriptio'n of
desert ecology and points, out ,Prohleths'.thOt, eMerge
when fragile deserts we clistinhed: this
lemma stems from,the concenteproteethigtheAptek,
thy of desertS and.the use Of 'pliblieJotidsifor off=road .
recreational activities. This dilentina Aso illuitrates the
types of dilemmas facedbY Parkservice offidials Who at:
,the sometime Mist preserytOituratresOurces'ind,pio,
vide forthe "pleasure' ofpqk visitors.:To resohre'stich.
a ,dilemma it is important' for, students tti, develop, an,
understanding of theecOlogicol-systeniiin question-and
weigh ecological, values. againSt Nalue$ held hy special
interest grolips. Moro:Mr, as.withall dediSiOnt,icohsid-.
eration Must also be given'tolong range effects.4.the
different factors and needs of thePublic-it-large.

Dilemma 8: Giantrin the Forest

-TOPICS EXPLORED:
. IesdurcePreservation'.

ResourceS ahd:Economics
Aesthetic Values .

Coritroversy surrounding:the giantiredWoods typifies
conflicts betWeen commercial- interests-and 'efforts .to
pro ec IT-TWorwataratrescrurc'es7:-Prescrvaiieft-of .

wood forests encompass issues of watershed protóction,,
soil erosion, allocation of funds,lor Park icqUisition,
lumbering,,ecOnoniic imimetsand So on. However;.the
focus of this dileinma is. on-the:Concept of a unique
nationalteritage and the right of futhre generitiOnSioL
this heritage. Some questions faisedliklude the fö1lini2
ing: What are the values of trees that are thousandeof
years old? *hat.obligations do we have to future gener-
ations? Since'redwoods, like other trces, are renewable
resources,. is it sufficient to replant what.has been re-
moved? How does one determine wkat is in the best
_interest of the public?

Dilemma 9: Honte at Sea-

TOPItS EXPLORED':
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Animals in Captivity and Scientific
Research
Animal Liberation
Ownership Rights and Responsibili-
ties

This dilemma, based on an actual, milestone case,
raises the question of holdintanimalsin captivityrespe-
cially those animals considered, to be more inteftent..
At issue are the rights of animals and their freedom. The-
defendants who released two' tIolphins from a research
laboratory and returned them to the sedcontended that
"human beings:have no right tO hold intelligent; feeling ,
beings like dolphins in captivity." This brings up the in-
trijuing question of what constitiltes the social, emo-
tional and-behavioral needs of animals and the meaning
of animal freedom. On the Other hand, the acquisition
of much scientific knowledge is based upon animal stu-
dies which create the dilemma of whether or not human
goals can be advanced if animal rights were recognized.

An auxiliary question concerns that of returning cap-
tured animals to their natural habitat. Animals fed and
trained by humans often lose their ability to fend for
themseivei in the wild. When released they become easy
prey for other animals or succumb to the harsh ele-
ments. This has become a serious probleM when people
raise lions, chimpanzees, wolves and so on as pets and
discover that they no longer wish to or can care for

them. Por example, what responsibilities do people have
toward animals who have developed humaw
'such as chimpanzees who learned the use 'ot sign
language?

Dilemma 10: Unwilling Balt.

TOPICS EXPLORED:
fishing,Tecliniceies
Animal Protection
Ecosystem.

The issues represented in this dilemma are complex
and confounding because we depend upon animals for
our survival and livelihood and yet desire to protect en- .
dangered or certain types of animal species. The di-.
lemma and readings aliO serve to illustrate the Oro-,
doxes among ourattitudes and actions. Vire mayexpress
outrage over the mass killing of dolphins to protect a
community's fishing industiy, yet ignore the fact that
our.tuna sandwiches come about-at the expense pf hun-
dred of porpoises trapped in,tuna nets. This,dileMma is
found in a variety of other situations where one animal
species interferes or competes with our efforts to raise' .
animals or plants for food: wol4s are hunted to protect
sheep; rabbits. are poisoned to protect crops; sea otters
are killed to protect clam and abalone beds.

,
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Acti*ify 1,yart 1: The Case of Mineral King
Overview

Parks and recreatimi evoke different meanings dnd
emotions for different people, and the clashes between
the various viewidoints have become, n recent years,
prominent news headlines. The future aracteristics of
national and state parks age influe4I by decisions
such as whether to enlarge the airport t, Jackson Hole,
to grant concessions to run motor rafts on the tfilorado
River, oi to remove commercial facilities from Yosemite
Alley. How to best accommodate a public seeking rec-
reational opportunities and vailtion refuge from urpan
pressures and yet preserve unique natural envirmitents
hecowes a difficult dilemma to resolve.

We selected the Mineral King controversy -for9 this
simulatiOn because it contains a number of perplexing
issues as well as poses an unusual legal question. The
legal issue in this case dealt with the question "Who can
speak for inanimate dbjects- and do inanimate objects
have basic rights?" The Sierra Club, in Sierra Club vs.
Morton, sought to halt die development of Mineral
King, a wilderness area in the Sierra NevIda 14ountnins
of California. The club filed suit on behalf of Mineral
King against Secretary of Agriculture Morton, contest-
ing the actions of the Forest Service in granting a lease
to Walt Disney Enterprites to build a skioresort. Sierra
Club members charge diat the Forest Service failed in its
duty to maintain the area as a national game refuge. The
case came before the.Supreme Court which had to de-
cide on whether citilens have the right to represent the
interest of the natural environment and challenge deci-
sions on policy that migh endanger the integrity or
character of that environ ent.

Although a decision h s been &ande down by the
Supreme Court, the ar uments in the case, remain
pertinent. In the simulati howe ess emphasis 'is
placed on the question of s andmg in court" and the
greater focus is on the arguments between the conserva-
tion interests and-development interest. Hence, during
the course of the simulated court hearing, a variety of
questions will, emerge. Included among them are the
following:

26

What are the vaitieS of the wilderness? Can such
values be measured? -'

What obligations do we have towards future gen-
erations?
How can people partake- in natural aesthetics if
they are inaccessible?

I Should parks servelhe masses or the elite fe-W?
How can short.term benefits be weighed against
.long term benefits?

$

Stdilents will be exposed to the different sides to tfie
queitions when they develop. their own arguments and
when they hear the various presentations. Six di'fferent
interest groups and the defendants .are represented, and-
although they are aligned on'one or the other side of the
argument, the groups approach the, argument from .

somewhat different perspectives. These differences
"'Serve to illustrate the multiple facets of the situation and
the mumber of variables that need to be considered in 0

decision making.
Representing an interest group or defendants, ou-

dents will develop arguments in support of their posi-
tion for presentation before the judicial panel. In deve-
loping the presentation, they will need to identify the
more important aspects of their position-and find evi-
dence to create powerful ancf convincing atguments for
their side. Each group will in turn makb its presentation.
Upon completion of the proceedings and questions each
judge will evaluate the testimonies and write his/her de-.
cision.that will be read to'tfle class.

Materials:

Student Handout 14 .WorIcsheet for Developing Testi-
mony ,

Student Objectives

To participate.in a simulated court hearing.
To develop 'effective arguments in support of one's
role.position.
To consider some of the issues and conflicts con-
cerning public land prOtection and development.
To gain a wider perspective on the attitudes of peo-

regarding the wilderness.

3-11
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Interest Group

Activity 1, Part 1
WaNkfc SREATFoiRDEVEL6PING TESTIMONY cet

Arguments to Support Position

MajorConcern/Needs

Evidence to Support Argumextts

sT6DENT NDOLIT ONE

F;resent and Future Effects/genefits



A
Student Activities.

. '

Simulation Plan

PREPARATION

%pups tneet and prepare
leitimonies.,Judge pre-

,/ pares questioni..

COURT HEARING

Groups, in turn, present
test imply

DECISION

Judges write decision and
read it before the court.'

Preparation
1. Students will represent one of the following roles

' The Sierra Club (2-4)

National Environmental Law Society (2-4)

Wilderness Society (2-4)

Walt Disney Enterprises (2-4)

Coiinty of Thlare (2-4)

Far West Ski Association (2-4)

The Porest service (3-4)
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Judges (3 or 5) (students or invited guests)

2. Use your discretion to determine how t he groups
should be formed by student selection, teacher
assignment or random drawing. Simulations are
most" effective when every student contribtkes to
the activity.

3. Review the procedurein the student's booklet with
the students so that they all understand their
taskS.

4. Aildw sufficient time for the students to prepare
their testimony. The group positions given in the

student -booklet should serv e only as a guide for
developing their argument. The Presentations will
be more interesting if students do outside research'
and obtain evidence to support their argurnents..
Suggest tharthey loCate news or magazine articles
that reflect their opinions or intimate an: argu-
ment. They may also drawyPon their own experi,
ence and ohservations on.parks they,have Visited.'
Popular magazines such as National Parks and
Consbrvation Magazine, 'Natural History,
Smithsonian, Outdoor Life, R-V; National Geo=
graphic, Nationat Wildlife, Ski, Sports Astra-.
ted, Field and Stream may be useful.

. 5. Suggest that 'the students carefully outline 'their
presentation and practice it before their own
group to insiire thaj they kedp within the. alloted
tittle and have included all th'etrirguments.

.2One group member. may be' selected to give the
presentation,..hut idd'ally, if the 'groups-are small,
the presentation' can be shared by all members.
Dividing up the presentation encourages m'ore-ac-
tiveinlidivpment.

7.. It may be preferable to .invite guests -to serve as
judges. When students prepare for outsiders', they
tend to taketheir tasks more seriously..Also;Out.
side judges may be more objective and less likely
influenced by peer ,pressure If class- members
serve as judges, have them earefullY review the
group positions and make a list of possible ques-
tions to ask each-group. They may also.wish to
review some court decisions to gain some perspec-
tive on how judges arrive at their decisions and the
types of-considerations they take into accoimt,

The Court Hearing

1. At least one full class session should be allo d for
the presentations. The nuMber of questio s Or
length of questioning should .bespecified be re-
end. This deCision cart proVide guidance in deter-.
mining the number.of class Sessionirequired.

2. The Sierra Club and'its supporters will present its-
arguments followed by the supporters for the Dis- ,
ney-'development and the Eorest Service, judges
may ask qiiestions after each presentation.'

3, A timekeeper stiould be selected'to Make sure that_
the speaker stays within' thealloted time. .

Each judge will Make a wor6heet 'following The
example given and use it to keep notes on.the pre:.
ceedings.

The Deqslori
I. Judges will meet in an open meeting to discUss'the

testimony and review theLmajor iSsUes presented: $

2. Then each judge wilkin private, write outhit/her
. decision andprovide an explanation-for the deci-

sion. This May-bc hest done -as 'a-homework-as-
sighment, When Ale class -reconveneg.the -tollow-..
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ing day, the judges will read their decision and ac-
companying explanation.

Comments and Suggestions

After the judges' decisions are read, spend sonie time
to debrief the simulation. Debriefing is an important
aspect of any simulation and serves a number of use-
ful purposes.

It permits students to express their feelings about
the activity.

It serves to identify methods to improve upon the
activities.
It is an evaluation exercise.
Students have an opportunity to reflect upon the
concepts and ideas brought out in the simulation.

In debriefing, the strategy commonly used is tp pfb-
ceed from the specifics of the simulation to more gen-
eral concepts.. Some of the following questions may
be useful to initiating discussion.

What persuasive techniques were used? What,
technique seemed most effective?
How did the class feel about the court's decision?
Did stud,ents find it difficult to take positions
that differed from their own? How well.did they
represent their role?
Did all members of the group actively partici-
pate? ow might the tasks be modified or.
change to increase participation?

4
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Was it an useful learning exercise? Was it:enjoy-
17", 4.

able?
Following discussion of the specifics of the iimula-
tion, use the Background reading of Activity, I, Part
II as the basis for discussing the concepts broughrout
in the simulation.

In what ways did the simulation. differ from the
ctual case? What was the Tolus of the Suprerne

urt's decision?
What are the similarities 'and differences between
theltudents' decisions .and the,concerns of the
dissenting judges?
Wha6moblems arise in the manageMent of scarce
resourefs?
What benefits do humans derive from natural
areas? What are Some that do not fall in the
realm of aesthetics? (Consider for example the
CO2 - 02 cycle, watershed areas and water supplyi
diversity of plant and animal species, dean air,
retention of topsoirand so on.)

For additional readings on 'wilderness values and the:
Mineral Kind controversy, see the Appendix section
of this guide. , . .

As an activity or special project,,have stu-
dents researe recent court decisions on environmen-
tal cases and analyze the positions taken by the
courts. Discuss the preyailing attitudes ,and possible
changes since the Sierra Club vs. Morton case.

Activity I, Part II: Voices of Tries and Rivers A CltissrooniTrial

Overview

This actiliity,is an extension of the preceding activity
and explores the concept of legal standing of natural
objects (the right to be presented by legal counsel), an
idea offered in a book by Christopher Stone, a profes-
sor of law. In this activity students will, consider the
ramifications and effects of extending the concept of
legal standing to include the environment. Studenti will
conduct a trial based on a complaint they select. Ij is
assumed that the courts will bear cases involving dam-
ages or injuries to an inanimate object and that it can be
represented in court by a lawyer. Students will role play
the parts of the plaintiff, defendant and judge.

Student Objectives

lb conduct a trial involving a natural object,
To explore the question of environmental rights.
To examine how societal attitudes might change if
the environment were conferred legal rights.

Student Activities

Preparation
1. Students will represent

groups:
PLAINTIFFS.(lawyers and-witnesses),
DEFENDANTS (lawyers and witnesses)
JUDGES (a single judge or a panel of 3 or 5)

2. Plaintiffs will meet to select and draw up a com-
plaint. The,complaint may be rlected from one
of the issues suggested in the tudents' booklets

. The complaint is
nts and judge(s).

one of the .folIowing

3

or one of their own choos*
then presented to the defen

3. Plaintiffs and defendants Will,then meet in their
respective groups to assign specific tasks and pre-
pare their arguments. Judges will'meet to organ-
ize the rules for the cdurt proceedings.

4. Sufficient time should be provided for students
to researEh tne issues and prepare effective argu-.
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ments. It is suggested that students first identify
the most important elements of the issue and as-
sign them accordingly to the members of the.

, group. In this way, each person will be responsi-
ble for a specific area and concentrate on devel-
oping an in-depth argument. For example, a
group may be represented by several lawyers, and
each lawyer will focus arguments on specific
points. Depending.upon the size of the class, stu-
dentsmay assume the role of lawyer or witness or

' alternate in their role as ldwyer and witness. (If
students play more than one role, name plates
should be used so that a particular tole isclearly
identified.)

5. Judges will establish the rules for the trial and
present a written copy to each group. Procedures
and time limitations should be clearly specified
avoid any misunderstandings.

6. Students may need some assistance in formulat-
ing their complaints and counterarguments. An
issue that'is well thought out will help to avoid
trivial rhetoric. Thp book, Should Trees Have
Standing, by Christopher 'Stone is a helpful re-
source and will provide additional insights for
you in guiding.thestudents.

The Trial and Decision

1. The trial will be conducted according to the pro-.

cedures determined by t (Sakes.

2. Judges should prepare and use a worksheet simi-
lar to the one suggested in the preceeding activity
for note taking. I

3. As before, judges will write out their decision and
read it before the court. l'he court's decision will
be based on the ruling reached by the majority of
the judges.

Comments and Sugkestlons

As indicated in the preceding simulation, some time
should be devoted for debriefing the activity. Some
discussion questions are found in the student's book-
let. In addition, you may wish to have the students
examine the relationship between legal decrees and
changes in human attitudes and behaviors. That is,
if legal rights were granted 'to natural objects, hoW
might this affect our "environmental conscious.'
ness"? Also, extending rights to natural objects
raises a number,of new questions such as.!

What criteria does one use to determMe what is
proper or improper use of the environment?
How does one balance human needs against pre-

_ serving natural environments?
To what extent will we be able to alter our actiyities
to better protecethe environment?
How does one decide what is desirable or undesir-
able for the environment?, Do'human values neces-'
sarily coincide with what."nature" may value?

Activity 2: The Law of the Sea Conference: A Simulation
Overview

The simulation of the Law 6f the Sea Conference ad-
dresses the basic issue regarding the right and freedom
to use a common resource in this case, the resources
of the ocean. Underlying the issue is the perplexing
question of whether or not a comMon resource can be
freely utilized without constraints. An intriguing argu-

ment on this point has been forwarded by biologist,
Garrett Hardin, in a article entitled "Ttagedy of the
Commons."'

Using, the example of the village commons in pre-
industrial sEngland, Hardin pointed out that the system
which permitted all villagers free use of grazing pastures
worked well when the herdsmen kept their grazing live-
stock at a small constant ntImber. In the early days, War
and disease held down the size of the herds. In more
favorable times, a herdsman found Oat he could en-

. hance his profits by increasing the sii of his herd.
Other herdsmen followed suit, for, they saw no personal
benefit in keeping their herds small. At some point,
however, the capacity of the common pastures to pro-
vide adequate grazing for all reached a limit and grass-
lands soon became exhausted to everyone's detriment.
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Hardin, thus, contended that-the freedom to use the
commons without restraint leads to waste, exploitation
and abuse because each user strives to fulfilI his own
self-interest, ignoring Ole potential, long-range undesir-
able effects.

In our modern, highly industrial and highly popu-
lated society we can find many situations analogous to
the over-grazed village commons such as the vast Wien
areas that were,once forests, extinction of animals spe-
cies from hunting, polluted waters, or natural park
lands threatened by overuse. The customarily accepted
principle of reTfeedom of the high seas" is another possi,
ble "tragedy of the commons" candidate if nations con-
tinue on a self-serving course. Some pioblems ire al-
ready emerging many species of fish have become
scarce as a result-of overfishing; shellfish beds ire pot,.
luted by the- dumping of sewage; beaches and
marshlands aredisaster areas created by oil.spills. Sev-
eral sea mammals have joined the list of endangered
species. The question tints becomes, 1) what types, of
controls or restraintrare necessary, 2) who his to ensure
the continued productivity of fishing and other re-

'
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sources, and 3) ti6w can the interest of ail be served and
protected? QuestiOns of this nature are currently ex-
amined and debated St the Law of the Sea Conference.

.There are, howevet no simple, straightforward an-
swer's. The complexity and subtlety of the issues are
overwhelming but need to Be addressed and resolved to
ever yones satisfaction.

The intent of this simulation is to provide an opportu-
nity for students to consider a number of these issues c
from several different perspectives in order to under-
stand the,significance of long term visions in resource

utilization and conservation. The question raised here is
what is an individual's, a nation's, or the human species'
right to a common heritage? What are tho respon- 3.
sibilities?

Each group member is .to select a country he/she
wishes to represent and become familiar with some
of the bisic information/data of that country. In:.
depth research on the country they represent will en-
hance the simulation, because the insight they gain
will proVde ideas for discussion and debate. Allow
sufficient.time for research, preferably before they
meet in theli groups. When they assemble in their
group each student will-bring a nameplate-displaying
the name of the country and some statistics deicrib-
ing it e.g., population, size, per capita income,
products, etc. (For ege of identification, each of the
three groups should use a different color nameplate.)
Each group of nationswill first meet athdng them-
selves to, develop .a preliminary draft. Distribute
Handout #2 for students to use as a guide indevelop-
ing the group's document. The group will use a sepa-
rate handout for each subject. With one person serv-
ing as a recorder, the member will identifithe major
issues surrounding each subject. For each issue, they
will -then list the possible problems/disputes that
might arise and how that issue mieht affect their na-
idn. Possible solutions for resolving the issue are
then suggested, and itt the last column they are to
briefly outline a proposed law. The completed work-
sheet, thus, provides tire basic information for for-
Mutating their set of laws.

Although thd megbers limy share some common
characteristics, it will soon beconie apparenf that
their interests often come into conflict. These differ-
ences will need to be worked ourbetween the group
members before they begin drafting their, resolu-.
tions. It is imp6rtant that group members .try to
reach a consensus so that they Mahon as a unified.
group when they meet with the total Membership.
Otherwise, it may be more difficUlt tO achieve the
group objectives.

:11vo to three class periods should.be allocated for
this groim work. Students should consider carefully
the questions founI on pages 100, 101 as they de-.
velop each resolution.

4. Each gimp will make two Copies of its laws and sub-
mit a copy to the other groups. This provides stu-.
dents kan opportunity to review the other.resolution
and be better prepared to mise questions during the
presentation.

Materials

Student Handout 2: Worksheet for Developing Laws of
the Sea

Sttident Objectives

To participate in a simulater Law of the Sea
Conference.
To examine the issues and problems associated with
the development of an inter nationaltreaty govern-
ing the use of the seas.
To partake in the processes of negotiation and
reaching consensus.
To recognize the many divergent views and interests
held by different nations.
To understand some of the econoqc and political
factors that enter into international treaties.

.
Student Activities -

1. The' class as a whole mill develop -a Law of the Sea
document using the process of consensusp Points
covered by the document will eddress the following
subjects:

FISHING v TERRITORIAL ZONES
PROTECTIO1OF MARINE

MAMMALS
MINERAL RESOURCES 2."
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

MARINE POLLUTION MARINE DISPUTES,
SHIPPING AND NAI/IGX3 ION .

Some of the major concerns surrounding each of
these subjects are briefly outlined on page 98 of the
student's booklet,-Of Animals. Nature and People.
Students should become familiar' with these cdncerns
and discuss them in their groups prior to writing the
draft of the laws.

to
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2. Students will 'represent members of the following

groups of hat ions:
DEVELOPED INDUSTRIALIZED NATIONS
LANDLOCKED NATIONS
DEVELOPING COASTACNATIONS

Xou may wish to assign students to the groups or
allow stutlents to make their own selections. How-
ever, to more re:alistically simulate the real world, the 6.

size of the groups should not be equal$the grup of
developed industrialized nations itre, in fat, in the
minority.

A:* -4 0

Spokespersons from each group will present the
group's resolutions at the general class meeting. It is
recommended that each. memixr present a section.
The presenters should elaborate on eackresolution,
explaining their reasons for the- p oposed rulin k,
There should be time allotted after hanesentation
for questions and further clarjfication of ?particular
ruling.

Following the three group presentations, the small
groups will reconyene to discuss the different resolu-
tions. At.this time the groups may wish to revise or .
modify their original resolutions. In -additiim, the ,

. . . .
-,
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groups will identify resolutions proposed by the
others they rind unadceptable. In smallet subcom-,
mittees they will hold conferences with members of
the nther group who proposed the resolution and try
to 'attain a more acceptable resolution. The Law of
the Sea Treaty, unlike a law passed by a governing
body which, all citizens of a nation must abide by,
bears greater similarity to a negotiated contract
which must be acceptable to all parties involved. To
reach a consensus is the challenge that students par-
ticipating in this-simulation must meet. Students will
,neicl to address the ideas of tradeoffs, short and long
term benefits and perhaps, ideally, the notion of vOl-
untary self-sacrifice among all parties inVolved.

7. After modifications, revisions and negotiations have
been completed, the entire class will again reconvene.
At this time a° class moderator will call in turn the
resolutions developed by each group on each subject.
These are to be listed on the chalkboard or large
sheets of newsprint. Each resolution will-be voted
upon, in turn and is adopted if all members approve.
When votes fo l. all the resolutions or) each subject
have been cast, the conference should carefully re-
view the results to determine if the major issues have
been adequatelS, addressed. If not, the students may
need to-re-negotiate a resolution or change it in such
away that is More acceptable to all the members.

This procels for adopting the Treaty conti,nues un-
til resolutions for ali subjects have been voted upon.
To siMplify the process, resolutions that address'ihe
same issue should be grouped together and similar
resolutions should be 6ombined. This will reAuce the
redundancy and time and increase the likelihood that
the resolution will be approved.

it.' A committee should prepare copies of the final docu-
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ment to be signed by class memhers. (The class may
wish to conduct a treaty ratification ceremony.)

Comments mid Suggestions

Debriefing It is important to set aside some time im-
mediately following the siinulation to discuss'the activi-
ties which occurred, the problems encountered, and the
results. As mentioned previously, the debriefing session
is often as important as conducting the,simulation be-
catise it can provide additional insights into the activity.
Also, it provides an opportunity to relate wfiat is a
seemingly artificial situation to what actually occurs in
the real world so that the simulation becomes a niore
meaningful experience. Some types of-questions that
might be raised during the debriefing include the followa
ing:

Did each nation feel that it was treated fairl9 and
equitably?
Were trade-offs frequently employed in order to,
attain consensus?
What types of concessions were most difficult to.;
make? -

Did any nation exert its influence unfairly?
Were there any ,agreements made that would be
difficult to abide by or enforee?
Did the class dii.putes or arguments resemble
those that took/are taking place at the actual
conference?

Modified Procedures If time does not permit the ex-
tensive development of the entire treaty, you may wish
to select only some of the subjects to develop. This will
also give greater focus on the more controversial topic.
In this case, the issues of seabed mining and fishing,
should be included among those issues selected.

'Garrett Hardjn. Tragedy of the Commons. Science, 162, 1243-48,
1968.
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This article first appeared in THE HUMANIST September/October 1979 and is reprinted by permission, pp. 18-21.

The Politics of Wilderness:

-Daniel H. Henning

'

YMue Confls
.0"

Intense controversies over our federal wilderness re-
veal something of American politics and unique val-,

ues. Basically,' wilderness politics spur severe conflicts
of values among individuals and organizations as they
try to influence government decisions about establishing
wilderness areas. Sometimes, depending upon the par-
ties involved, the intention of lobbying and, pressure ac-
tivity May be to maintain a status duo.

While ambiguity and a confusion of values are perva-
sive characteristics of our age, a strong sense of values
influences the individuals and organizations who engage
in the power struggles surrounding wilderness decisions.
However, the values of an organization may differ from
those of an individual. Indeed, in a practical and sym-
bolic sense an organization has a life ipf its own. This
holds true for the federal agencies that administer our
public lands containing wilderness., the U.S. Forest Ser-
vice, National Park Service, U.S.' Fish and Wildlife Ser-
vice, the Bareau of Land Management. In fact; given
their own values and vested interests, we can certainly
consider these agencies to be political actors in the wil-
derness arena.

With the passage of the Wilderness Act of 1964 Con-
gress officially recognized the wilderness concept
following eight years of lively debate on some sixty-five
bills. Previously the wilderness designation had been a
matter of agency and departmental discretion and con-
sequently was of a temporary nature. The provisions of
the Act of 1964 were later applied to the Bureau of Land
Management under.the Federal Land Policy and Man-
agement Act of 1976. The 1964 Act states: ir

i
,

Dr. Daniel H. Henning is a profes-
sor of political science at Eastern
Montana College, Billings. He is
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A wilderness, in contrast with those areas where man and
his works dominate the landscape, is hereby recognized
as an' area where the earth and its community of life are
untrammeled by man, where man himself is,a visitor who
does not remain. An area of wilderness is further defined
to mean in this Act an area of undeveloped federal land
retaining Its.primeval character anti influencewithout
permanent improvements or human habitation, and
which is protected and managed so as.to preserve its nat-
ural conditions .. .

Under this act, wilderness on federal public lands has
and is being cOnsidered under agency-classification stud-
ies, with public hearings and inputs, for legal and perma-
nent status through Congress under the National Wilder-
ness System. For example, the second qoadless Area Re-
view Evaluation (RARE II) was recently completed by the
Forest Service, along with its recommendations that are
now under consideration by Congress.

Primarily controversies are concerned with conflicts
based on economic and short-term versus noneconomic
and lohg-term as well as psychologicalconsidera-
tions. The Wilderness Act of 1964 prohibits motorized
equipment and general economic development. This re-
striction autorriatically activates opposing forces con-
cerned with various forms of public-land development
and motorized recreation. Although grazing and mining
(with no new mining claims to be fileclafter 19E3)'are '
permitted in wilderness areas, these sources, particularly
mining industries, are generally opposed to the overall
effects of the.Act.

Wilderness proponents.usually hold noneconomic and-
long-term values, except for the outfitters and' packers
who derive some immediate economic benefit by equip-
ping or taking parties into wilderness areas. The values
adVanced by the proponents of wilderness have little or
nothing to do with short-term economic benefits. AtAhe
same time they point out-some economic benefits they
confer, such as when they protect a watershed or attract
quality recreation and sPorts enthusiast's to the area.

Yet, a paradox here is that wilderness opponents may
sometimes object on the basis of economic-develop-
ment values that do not provide economic benefits to°
themselves. We could certainly consider opposition.of
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1,`Many peopleperceive legal Wilderness ai a threat.of government inter;.
yentli5n and control over their ,self-styled brand,of independence and .

economic orientation."

^

this nature to be based on ideological grounds, for exam-
ple, generalizing based on "destroying" the economy
and removing jobs by "locking up" public lands from
economic development. In this regard, both proponents
and opponents may use economic arguments because

_I they' find them acceptable to the political process.
Obviously, psychological values often underlie eco-

nomic and, to a degree, noneconomic Values of both the
propo'nents.and opponents, and these psychological val-
ues are very revealing of the Anierican political system
dndvalues. As provided in the 1964 Act, the setting aside
of public lands in a wild and natural state on.a perma-
nent basis arouses strong partisan positions. Although
Congress has options to change the status of the wilder-
ness areas it has established, it has nordone so up to this
time. .

In contrast to other public-land-management deci-
sions considered to be temporary, wilderness propusars
bring to the forefcont a variety, of considerations. The
development of a wilderness area is irreversible. It is per-
manent. Wilderness is either forever "wild or forevell lost-
to development. .

. ,

Over a ten-year period, my analysis of numerous pub-
lic hearings on wilderness controversies reveals the
definite efforts of proponents to ensure 'that noneco-
nomic and long-term values will be perpetuated for
future generations. On the other hand, the opponents
have given emphasis on a short-term basis to values asso-
ciated with economic development, and motoriied
recreation and resist "locking up" the prdposeclareas
from various uses. The psychological dimensions of pres-
ent versus future considerations appear to Weigh,heavily
in wilderness politics.

S'
. .;

Small-Community Intarestg

S
ome proponents have noted that marIw opponents
view wilderness as a threat and sug est that they

base their responses initially on this typ,é of concern.
Some values may not emerge until an individual or
group becomes angry at something neg tive. For m-

ple, a wilderness area near a small co munity m y at-
tract relatively little attention from lo al citizens over
the years. But when this area is pr posed for legal
wilderness, it suddenly becomes the ubject of intense
controversy and citizen activity. , . .

In general the majority of people n communities near
wilderness habitually oppose the w derness designation,
while much,of the support for it c mes from large urban,
areas.aNnationally. This is natur Ily complicatedby the

.. .. . _ _.
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of the
7vested interests associated A0th sinall'

communities.,Many people perceive legal wilderness as
a 'threat of igovernMent intervention. and control over
their self-Styled brand of independence and economic
orientation. ,

In the small'
Milcom

nities near vfidernest this strong
brand 'of epende is easily threatened bYPropoials
to make a "govern ent Wilderness" out of notir fOrestfe,*
regardless of the restrictions, if any, involving- their, ini .
dividual lives, lt is not surprising that chambers ^of coni- .

merce or similar econcimic coalitiOns in small- com-
munities are in many cases aniong theleading oPponents
of local wilderness proposals. .

Correlated with the threats to indeliendence arelhe
frontier exploitative values that many opponents,Share. '
Although the fro:itier has long since disappeared, trOM -
the American scene, attitudes 'associated with unlimited,
unrestrained, and irresponsible exploitition still persist.
This,is true where there is close proximity and heavy Utit-
ization of natural resources on abundant public lands.
Economic development is viewed for its Own sake witW
out aesthetic, ecoiogical, or tuture concerns. Of cOurse
this is in opposition to environmental protection, includ-
ing wilderness preservation.

Much of 'the etivironmental movement of the late .,
1960s and early 1970s 'called for a dramatic reversal of,
frontier exploitative values. Yet in ,the late-1970s there
appears to be a resurgence of frontiee,thinking, particu-
larly in matters of energy developthent The recent rec-
ommendations by the Forest Service reveal this trend.

For example, recommendations foc wilderness &Sig-
nation in the second Roadless Area Review Evaltiation
for Montana were given, tO only '604,00 acres ,out of
8,600,006 of roddlesi wild acreage. In Similar fashiOn - na-
tionwide the far greater PortiOn of roadless areas in ur
national foreSts'As to-be:"opened up" for various:for s

of develcipment, necessitating the removal of vast
amounts of wilderness. , ,

Certai,j recommendations of the Forest Serviae,
againstIv... ilderness ca,n be-attribUted to the postures 43f 11."
_its organization and personnel. A great nuMber4forest-,
ers are corprnittO to the utilitarian benefits,oflOgging,,
mining, grazing, MOtoriied recreatiOn, and thelikeori a%
short-term econornit baiiis.;Ftirther,-their fdrestrysthbcifs
and professional and agencYinclociiinationt,givethenira
timber-management orientation.

Like many agencies; the Forest Service is attt.inedto
business and econoMfc interests throtigh Chent relatiOn-
ships, including tOcal vested interests. In this.sinse,, as a.
, part of the government theforest Service simply'refleCtS'
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the inherently exploitative and economic values of the
business culture,of the United states. (At the same time,,
however, we should remember that the idea of wilder-"
ness preservation originated with the Forest Service in
the 1920s, with Aldo Leopold, Bob Marshall,. And others
supporting the concept.)

In essence, all public and private organizations a,Vnd in-
stitutions, as well as individuals in America: receive a
business -indoctrination in varying degrees as partici-

-pants in a business-oriented culture. Setting land areas
apart from economic development permanently can
thus be seen .as a threat.

Professor William Plank identifies,another dimension
of the dilemma. Under thq capitalistic work ethic, many
cannot stand to see an area of wildernes not "used" or
developed in some manner. This could,go far beyond im-
mediate economic -considerations. Given this pragmatic

. attitude, it would appear that economic resistance
toward wilderness is complex. .

A 1977 survey of the general public revealed strong
support for wilderness protection over economic devel-
opment. Interestingly, the survey by Opinion Research
Corporation waslinanced by the American Forest Insti-
tute; supported by forest-product industries. According
to, the survey approximately;two out of three Americans
fayortd wilderness protection over increased timber pro-
duction and road,expansion.

.fits a result, Opinion R search Corporation recom-
mended theit the forest in ustries concentrate their at-

i
tention on p9litical and gcivernmental decision-makers
rather than the American public in their future efforts to
influence economic develoPment over protection of wil-
derness. This recommendation indicated that these deci-
sion-makers would be much more attuned to economic
and political realities than would the general public,
whose attitudes were conSidered to be irrational in
wilderness affairs.

On the other hand, the American public and economic
development are highly correlated with technological
considerations and influences. In "Helios. The Rehabili-
tation of a God" (unpublished paper), Professor Plank
notes: .

Ecologists demand a development of solar energy; they
0

are the same ones who praise the setting aside of wilder-
ness areas. But they themselves are the children of the in-
dustrial revolution which fils-its foot on the neck of na-
ture, and their ability tO appreciate unrestrained nature is
dependent on the fact that nature is under control of our
technology. The romantic appreciation of nature was
made possible by the fact that technology killed off most
-of the mbnsters that lived there. Those very people who
would seem to welcome back a theological myth struc-
ture (outdbdiN.end Primordial) are enabled to do so be-
cause of their existence in an existential myth structure
(indoor and technological).

Motors Versul the Horse or Hiker

ihe impact of technology through motorized recrea-
tr has been an important factor in wilderness con-

troversie's. With various forms of motokized recreation
prohibited in legal wilderness, sirocig gnd organized
resistance to wilderness proposals from these sources
5has emerged. Basically the conflict of motorized versus
nomnbtorized forms of recreation hinges on other con-
flicts: utilitarian versus aesthetic, quantity versus qual-
ity.

The major thrust of this recreational-technological as-
pect concerns the primary concept of wilderness itself.
The very act oi pressing fOr the use of motorized vehicles
in wilderness areas implies a lack of recognition andlor
opposition to this primary concept. 4

Motorized recreation has 'become a paramount inter-
est. In iheimocess, four-wheel drives, snowmobiles, trail-
bikes, stiabblers, and motorboats become ends as well
as mean's. Without mechanized toyi that they regard as
an extension of themselves, many people cannot cOn-
ceive of outings into open spaces. Consequently, motor-
ized recreationists offer a,great deal 9f resistance to wil-
derness considerations. They, often:form social or politi-
cal clubs that serve as highly effettive pressure groups.

Vested interests in small communities near wilderness
also back the motorized recreationists. Political argu-
ment hinges on the point that an area should be used by
all the people throfigh motorized recreation rather than
only by i'minoritY ofaffluent people who can afford to
enjoy the wilderness' on foot or horseback.

Yet many forins of motorized recreation require thou
sands of dollars for equipment as well as expensive
weekend lodging's, in contrast to the relatively smaller,
tOsts of a backpack outfit or a good pack horse. Various
surveys of wilderness visitors, including those by the U.S.
Forest Service, reveal that they represent all walks of life
and that.their wilderness preference is a function of the
individual. Further, the mass, motorized recreational
premisel Of the opponents is geared to. the, basic
American belief id equality in proYiding motorized ac-
cess to all.

We see that wilderness opponents tend to appeal to
general values associated with our culture, particularly
its business and "realistic" aspects. With the resurgence
of economic and energy interests over bnvironmental
considerations, values of this,mature have. gained -in-
creased emphasis in the antiwilderness sector, and there
is resistance to wilderness by interests associated with
energy and gas, oil, and energy corridor,

In contrast to this, proponents_ of wilderness have
largely,based.their efforts on values not, in our national
mainstream. ,Pro-wilderness decisions call for recogni-
tion of environmental quality, the needs of future gener-
ations, and 'maintenance of nonhuman forms of life7
many of which are intangiblesnver more pragmatic
considerations. Wilderness values for man are numerous
'but 'not particularly of a pactical nature, for example,
stress removal, quality recreation, aesthetic, spiritual,
and Personal achievement.

The major wilderness value, however, appears to tran-
scend humanity in that it has an ecological orientation:
the wilderness provides an undisturbed habitat where
animals and plants t an live- in a natural world Without
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m an-made modifications. Many forms Of life cannot sur-
vive without wilderness. The arguments for wildemess
are often based on the necessity to provide wild habitats
for endangered species. As part of the biosphere we ob-
viously have responsibilities.

In consequence, recognition of wilderness-ecological
values suggests that plants and animals have "natural
rights," which we are to protect through the political
process-Ja unicifie concept. It also allows us tO recog-
nize our responsibility as the dominant animal of the bio-
sphere without measuring other living things in terms of
our self-interest; other living thingf may have a life of
their own.

Of course, to set aside"islands of wilderness" amid a
human:dominated landscape krequires primary recogni-
tion of these values. We have seen that the efforts of pro-
ponents to promote the values of the wilderness have
had to adapt to the complexities of politics.

But eyeri as we watch the growing emphasis on these.
arguments and the approaches of their proponents to the
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political process, we car still consider ,the underlying
wilderness values to be of an intangible nature. The stir-
viving, established wilderness indicates that we can
reach beyond materialistic dimensions to the intangibles
of environmental stewardship. The politics of wilderness.
May also point to the emergence of changing values that
intuitively recognize our ecological and naiuraLheritage.

According to the historian Professor Frederick Jackson
Turner, the true American character was formed when
early peopli immigrating hers were transformed as they
interacted with the wilderness on the frontier. Oven our
frontier history, our efforts to promote wilderness values
in political procesies may indeed indicate an intuitiVe
recognition of our national heritage and character. Butit
may also indicate the intense conflicts between short-
term and Idng-term considerations, economic and non-
economic evaluations (including ecological), and materi-
alism and the intangibles in our politics, as illustrated by
the severe cutbacks and Temovals of limited remaining
wilderness areas on an irreversible basis.



Editorial, from, RAIN by Bill Press
Reprinted by permission from RAIN, Portland, Oregon, November 1977, Vol. fv, No. 2, p. 12.

di Study how a society uses its land and you will come to some E. F. Schumacher
w pretty reliable conclusions as to what its future will be.

Our future, based on those criteria, will be -like the land's
an impoverished one. Wc clearcut our virgin redwoods, allow

mg irreplaceable topsoil to wash down the hillside and be
carned away forever by winter rams. Wc gouge out the earth
to extract coal. We terrace the foothills to release geothermal
steam for one quick energy fix. Wc ignore thc contour or
charkter of thc land in planning, or planting, most buildings.
Wc pave as much as 60 percent of our cities to accommodate.
the Land-hungry automobile And, in this sophisticated ycar
of thc 1.ord 1977, we still convemour best croplands and
orchards td condominiums.

Why do we *so abusc the eirth?
One reason, of course, is that there has always been so

much land in this country. As notcd in Frederick Jackson
Turner's seminal essay onthe frontier in American history,
and furthcr documeptedin David Potter's classic People of
Plenty, the restless Amcrican pioneer always knew there was
another valley, another forest, another meadow just over the
horizon There was little incentive to do otherwise than move
in, exhaust the land, and move on. George Washington, himself
a farmer and eldse to the land, gives early evidence of this
"frontier mentality" in his letters "Wc cut down more wood,
if t`iie have any, or move into thc western country."

As America moved westward, the General Land Survey
sct the tonc by establishing the rectangular, grid pattern as thc
basis for dividing frontier land.i. The same Pattern was applied
indiscriminately to most cities four intersecting straight lines,
permitting casytomerchandise land parcels, quick sales and

'limitless expansion onto surrounding agricultural lands.
Anoiher reason is that thc great majority of Americans hate,

by birth er by ch"oice, alienated tbemsdves from the land and
sought refuge in thc cities, where appreciation ot the land can
never be the same. Even more unfortunate for this nation, as
Wendell BerryMovingly relates in A Hidden Wound, is thc fact
that foo Many of thosc who stayed behind on tke land turned
over the thousands of menial tasks by which the land is main-
tainedand by which,we develop a closenes7s to thc landto
people they considered their racial inferiors Wack slaves,
Chinese labkorers, or migrant workers. People.who, of course,
lacked the means to awil the land and thereby earn the only
"ticket" required for admissibn to Western society.

A third reason is that we now have in hand greater tools
of destruction than ever bcforc in human history'. For the first
time our technological capacity for destruction exceeds thc
land's physical capacity for renewal. Compare the years of
primitive manpower that would be required to equal the
change to the landscape wrought in onc day by one 20th
century American on one earthmover. The degree of differ
crux isaigggering. I know it is considered heretical among
naturalTts. but I believe that the easy availability of such
tools of destructionmore than any basic philosofihical
differencehas made contemporary Americans more destruc-
tive of the land than their native American predecessors or
other "primitive" peoples who are universally praised for their
gentle treatmdpt of the good and generous earth.

1 believe, with Schumachcr, that "before,our policies with
heegard to thc land *ill really be changed, there will have.to be

a great deal of philosophical, not to say religious, change."
In ot er words,.unless we in this country begin to think of,

or deal ,the land as the limited resource it is, we will never
develop y closeness to, or respect for, the land. And until
that happens, there will be no policy change. and no amount
of planning will work.

In short, we need what Aldo Leopold first called a "land
ethic" for this nation.

Thc land ethic is really an extension of the ethics governing
our behavior toward our neighbors and toward our communi-
ties. The notion of ethics colors humankind's naturally selfish
behavior with a touch of respect for other human beinp and
cooperation as a member of the community. Leopold writes, ,
"The land ethic simply `enlarges the boundiries of the com-
munity to include soils, waters, plants and animals, or collm,
tively,"the land:"

Don't think that the land ethi is too esoteric or..too com-
plex for decisionmakers today.to deal with. In fact, the best
exprei4on of the land ethic in this country is also the most
simp19/statcd. !Atlas adopted by the Humboldt County, Cali-
forma, goard of Supervisors in August 1972: "We, the people -

of the County of Humboldt, recognize and acknowledge our
total dependence upon the land and accept our obligation to
use thc land in-a manner which will sustain and benefit man
and ail other living things." NOVA bad beginningnor end!

Last ycar, the Office of Planning-and Research assembled
150 land managersdevelopers, farmers, realtors, elected
officials, environmentalists, state and federal bureaucratsto
discuss thc wisdom,of a land ethic for California. The con-
elusions of their two-day deliberations reflected an amazing
conscnsus: "This is the land ethic. First, the land is the basis
of all life. Sccond, that land is a very valuable, a very limited
and an irreplaceable resqurce. Third, that we a's temporary
stewards on the land have a responsibility to care'far the
lando nurture it, and to turn it over tO those who follow us
in Ztter condition than we found it."

One further example, kst I appear too radical. The Code
of Etbtcs of thc National AssoCiation of Realtors begins:
"Under all is thc land. Upon its wAse utilization and widely
allocated ownership depend the/Surviva/ and growth of free
institutions and of our eiviliza/tion."

- .
The land ethic, then, is 6ne of reverence, respect and re-

sponsibility.

Reverence: for tbe life-giving, almost divine nature of the'
carth; its.beauty, its bounty, its mystery, its blessings, its
unique role in the wellbeing and survival of all living things.
It is nu surprise that thc most common trait of all primitive
peoples is worship of the earth.

Respect. a healthy respect for the ability of the earth,
properly cared for, to sustain a nation for centuries, or, ne-
glected or abused, to topple an entire civilization in decades.
Thc barren rim of the Mediterranean is stark proof that proper
or imprdper usc of the land is one of the most po*erful forces

_shaping history. Carier and Dale's Topsoil and Civilization
should be required reading for every elected official, if not
every landowner.

R'esponsibility for the tremendous heritage that is ours,
over which we exercise temporary stewardship, making the
daily decisions-iin our private lives and in our public
institutionsthat will determine what shape the land will
be in for generations that followt.,

It is difficult to define a land ethic. It is more difficult to put
it into practice. I believe we must do both and change our
attitutles toward theland from one Of ignorance and abuse to
one bf &are and kindly use. The health of the people and the
land, our.two greatest resources, depend on it.

Bill Press

Bill Press is a person wbose bead is in tbe right place. As di-
rector of tbe Office of Planning and Rrsearcb in tbe Cover

nor's Office, be can be counted on to pusb gofd ideas and
programs. LdeM
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MICKEY MOUSE IN THE MOUNTAINS,
.

The folks who brought you Disneyland yearn to turn California',Odineral King valley
into a mammoth Ski resort 1

MINERAL KING VALLEY in the southern Sierra
Nevada epitomize the confli4 involving

conservationists, private industry, and goverq-
ment. Despite wlaa,t_geeM'Io be similar ideas As
to how nature should latt5eated a bitter contro-

,
versy has arisen over We tuture tne valley.
Walt Disney Productions pl-oposes to build a $35
milli& ski and tourist resort at Mineral King, an
approach to conservation enthusiastically sup-
ported by the U.S. Forest Setvice, which admin-
isters the valley. The major opponent of the
development is the Sierra Club, the nation's most
prominent conservation group. Thei Club is-cer.
tain that suéh a development would ruin the
valley.

The controversy has been intensifying for al-
. most seven years, replete with all the tactics and

strategies that customarily attend/such matters:
claims, charges, counterclaims,. objections, and
a "class action" suit. The .suit wag filed in U.S.

?District Court by the Sierra.Cluh, Oassed through
a Federal Appeals Court, and is now on appeal to
the Supreme Court. The Court heard oral argu-
mellitip in the case last November and is expected
to make a ruling early this year./

The ru lin may well be a landmark. It could
111/1 determine hether conservation groups and

other ditizens organizations, even though not di-
rectly ivolvèd, are eligible to challenge the vast
range oJ federal policiekandjactions affecting the
envittTimcnt. Laws protec qg the .environment
are often inadequate or are not enforced. If judi-
did challenges tolhe decisions of federal agen-
cies and officials are unsuccessfulor are not
even permittedthen the conservationists will
have nowhere to turn, and the great ado will have
been Meaningless.

Underlying the Mineral king controversy, and
others like it, are the loud, angry, emotional dif-
ferences over which should come first,.environ-
ment or the econoiny. Those concerned,on both
sides of the issue tise identical arguments;to sup .
port their positions: We are doing thifiecause
we think it rigk/and beneficial, because we think
our actions wilrenefit tiur society and enhilice,
the quality ofi, ife for all Classes of people. But
only in their stiOments of intent and,professions
ofkruism a, the two sides agree.

In truth, Oere is neither common cause, nor
common gOund, norif we hear correstly
even common understanding. Three organiza-
tions:all atting with benign intent, daily use the
word "conservation" to describe radically differ-
ent concepts. When the Forest Service mei the

by Peter Browning

word' it means utilizing the public land, in_ a
variety of ways, to produce reyenue. Disney Pro-
ductions takes the word to describe a,particular
type orinvestment opport4itybuilding a re-
sort and recreation centep-im free land, in an
area of great natural beauty7 The Sierra Club
uses the word to mean just leave well enough
alone. .

None of these is a pure attitude; all have
evolved from simpler notions, from a time when
questions we're easy and ansiters obvious. For
Disney it may seem like a giant step from the
first simple animated cartoons to the construe-
tion of a hue tourist. resortt but it is hardly a
step at .all. Ralher it has been'a natural linear

, progression: from cartoons to films;
thence tb the imitation of life cum. amusement

, park at Disneyland; from there to the imitation
more real than reality, the new, self-contained

\ Disney World in Plorida, ErTomorrowland with a
vengeance; and, thrown in for good measure, the
planned resort at Mineral King. All of these ac-
tivities are essentially the same: the packaging
And marketing of mass entertainment, the manip-
ulation' of large numbers itf, people who have be-
come adapted to passive pleasures and who
expect the utmost in coinfort. The Foreit Service
understands Disney's forte cluite welk "Walt
Disney Productions has established a mastery in
the area of 'people management.' "

The Forest Service itself has evolved from the
protector of .the natioei'& forests from exploita-
tion to become an apparent ally awl.protector of

'tie-exploiters. (Or, as in the case of Mineral
King, the instigator of exploitationthe gov-
ernment agency that begs private developers to
take over public land.) 'It is a familiar meta-
morphosis, one achi6ed by various federal reg-.
ulatory.agencies that have become the servants
of these they are suppOsed.to regulate.

. The; Sierra Club, tam, has changedoen 1948 it
viewed Mineral King as an ar6a with high poten-
tial for ski developmeqt. In 1953 it w,as not op-
posed to makinthe area mire accessiblef;,'and a
policy favoring modest 'development still pre.
vailed in the mid-Sixties. BuLbY June 1969 the-
scope and crushing inipact of the proposed Dis.
nei development hadhecorne apparent, and the
Sierra Club modified its pbsition. It filed the
suit that has, thus far, prevented any devblop-
ment.. And nowas the best way both to- realize
Mineral King's recreational potential and to pro.
tect its natural state, theClub 'proposes adding
it to-Sequoia National Park.
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Pristine. state

MINERAL KING IS a rather small area to have
generated such ,strong Passions. The lel-

ley floor,'At an altitude of 7,800 feet,. is two
miles long and a quarter-mile wide, an area of
about 300 acres. The larger Mineral King .basin,
bordered on three sides by Sequ,oia Nagonal
Park, comprises 15,000 acres (approxiinatelY
twenti-four square miles ). It is an ral-shaped
basin, rimmed .by eleven- and twelve-thousand-
foot peaks, with half a dozen-hanging valleys
separated by narrow ridges. The basin is geolog-,

ically young, with unstable, precipitous slopes
still being formed by shifting stream,beds-, rock
slides, and avalanches. There are about twenty-
five summer cabins in the valley, but little else to
,show that it has been inhabited for more than iine
hundred years. Most of the terrain above ,the
volley floor is in a pristine,state, much as it was

t when tbe glaciers meltgd.
This fortunate stale of alTairs is not the result

of the prescience and determinaliOn .of any indi-
vidual or organization. It is simply .because the
only acces's to Mineral King is'via a narrow, steep,
winding roadthe last third of its twenty-five
miles unpaved. Mineral King is only 228 miles
from Los Afigeles, 271 miles from San Fran-
cisco, and 55 miles from Visalia;thenearest large
city in the Central Valley. That it has not long
ago been overrun by beople is due to a combina-
tion of topography arid historical circumstance.

Mineral King was first visited by white men
in the late 1850s. The valley was mistakenly
thought to have rich mineral deposits, and
during the Seventies and *Eighties there was a
modest, short-lived silver rush. When Sequoia
Natiohal Park was created in 1890, Minefal
King, which is topographically, and ecologically
a natural- part of the park, was not includec1 be-
cathe of a few remaining mining interestsa
condition considered incompatible with national
park standards. Even though, all mining ceased

-
long ago, and the few buildings assoCiated with
the mining have disappeared, the anachronistic
attitude still prevails. The 15,000 acres gener:
ally,referred to as Mineral King became part of
Sequoia National Forest, and in 1926 the area
was designated as the Sequoia National Game
Refuge.

In 1949 the Forest Service issued a prospectus
inviting bids from private concerns, to deVelop
Mineral King as a winter sports resort. There
was considerable interest, but no bidswerelnade.
The stickler was that inadequate Ceurity road.
There yeropo state or federdl'funds available for
a new road; and none of the interested private
developers was willing tO spend the millions of
dollars needed to build a twenty-five-mile all-
weather road in mountainous terrain.

Despite the inability of- the Forest Service to

find a bidder in 1949, the pressure -was on and
could only grow as affluence and leisure time in-
creased. In February 1965 the Forest Service
issued a new prospectus, outlining a development
conservatively, estimated to cost three million
dollarsLnot including the expense of building a
new access road. The road is the key to Mineral
King; without if, there can be no development...

The Forest Service received six bids that met
the mjnimum qualifications. On July 16, 1965,

, while the Service was still considering the bids,
the Mineral King road was suddenly added to the

' stale highway' system. "No legislative hearings
were held. Even morel peculiar was the fact that
no one seemed to be considering a critical aspect
of the proposed new road; the only feasible route
to Mineral King is roughly parallel to the exist-
ing road, which means crossing approximately
nine miles of Sequoia National Park. Put in 1916
Congress prohibited any yse of the nationa1
parks that does not conform to the fundamental ,

purpose of conserving natural and historic ob-
jects ancrthe scenery. The proposed new road has
but a single purpose: fo connect a point on one

.side of the national park with a COmmercial enter-
prise on the other side. It is patently not meant
to serve the park nor lo do anything other than
benefit a private concern.

In December 1965 the Forest Service accepted
the proposal of Diiney Productions for a $35
million development. Disney was issued a three-
yeat development permit, aphorizing the-com-
pany to make surveys and phins.

Secretary of the Interior Stewail, Udall was
strongly opposed to the Mineral King project,
find at one time it seemed that his view would'
prevail. On December 2, 1967, an a.xchange of
letters over Mineral King between Udall and
Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman was
made public. The two were .in sharp aisagree-
ment. (The Forest Service is in the Department
of Agriculture,and the Park Service is in In-
terior. The two services have a long history of
rancorous dissension.) Udall wrote: ,

I am honestly worried by the tiought that itie
will not be honored twenty-five years Irom
nail we make a deCision to violate this valley
by a road.

He' /Ilse suggested establishing a special com-
mittee to stud he matter. The idea waq rejected
by Freeman, Who wrote:

This is oUt'ol the question. There haVe been
long months so/ indecision and delay already.
This administration, t4rough oty personal bc
lion, is ccmmitted.to r'evelopment ol Mineral
King.

On December 27, Udall's resistance finally van-
ished. He said he had held out as long as possible
by himself, but that now he would reluctantly"
approve the road.
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Mr. Ude if, in a letter to this writer, said, "1
was flatly opposed to the development and the
road, afid held up the project for nearly two
years singlehakleclly." He also said that Secre-
tary Freeman "threatened to take thqissue to the
President arul get 'him to overrule the. The Bu-
reau of the Budget people at the highest level
intervened and suggested that objections were, in
effect, overruled by the Bureau of the Budget."

That was that. If th,e road could be built, then
the primary obstacle in the way of development
was removed.

Alpine "Americanized"

ON JANITARY 21, 1969, with neither public
notice nor opportunity for review, the

Forest Service accepted Disney's master plan for
the development of Mineral King. But the thirty-
year development permit was not iksued, because
one of the necessary ,conditions had not been
met: the first contract for construction of the
road had 'not been awarded. Before that oc-
curred, the Sierra,Club, 'on June 5, 1969, filed
suit in U.S. District Court in San Francisco.
seeking preliminary and permanent injunctions
against the project.

One part of the Sierra Club suit was clirected
at the Forest Service and the Secretary of Agri-
culture. Congress has set 80 acres as the maxi-
mum size for resorts developed under lease on
national forest land. But the Forest Service, after
granting Disney a thirty:year lease on '80 acres,

also granted year-to-year leases on 300 acres
more. This is land that would be permanently
altered by the construction of the village and
its associated facilities. Most of the remainder
of the Sequoia National Came. Refugesome
13,000 acresalthough not under lease to Dis-.
ney, would be affected by construction of gon-
dolas, chair lifts, and ski runs. The lawsuit
charged that the lease arrangement "is a clear
and patent effort to circumvent the 80-acre lim-
itation." The suit also charged that the proposed
use of the valley by Disney is a violation of its
status as a national-pine refitge and that fly;
Forest Service violated its own rules in failing to
hold ,public hearings on whether Mineral King
should be developed.

A second set of charges was directed at the
Pack Seryice and the Secretary of the -Interior:
that the proposed highway across a-portion -of
Sequoia National Park does not serve a park
purpose and is therefore prohibited liy that
the Park Service violated federal regulations that
require a public gearing on both route and de-
sign of roads in national parks: and that Con-
gress alone (anil not :stile Secretary of the
lfiterior) may authorize construction of a trans-
mission linç within a national park.

On July 23, 1-969, 1)i-strict Court Judge. Wil-
liam T. 5weigert issued a preliminary injunction
that is still in effect. Judge Sweigert said he was
not concerned vitivhe controversy betueen so-
called progressiyes and so-called conservation-
ists; he thought the legal 'questions raised by the
Sierra Club wereisuffisientlf substantial aNd seri-
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ous to deserve being"tried on their merits. Even
more important, Judge Sweigert rejected the
government's contention that the Sierra Club
had no right to sue on behalf of the public be-
cause it did not have any "private; substantive,
legally protected interest" in Mineral King$

The government appealed. On September 17,
1970, a Federal appeals court, by a 2-to-1
vote, overturned the injtmetion, ruling that the
Sierra Club had no legal !standing by which to
contest actions of the federal officials who ap-
proved the Mineral King development. The de-
cision tame as a-great-shock to conservatiqiiiits,
inasmuch as the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit in New York had declared such a
right in the Scenic Hudson Preservation Confer-
ence's suit opposing the Storm King power proj-
ect in New York, and again in a suit against the
proposed Hudson Expressway. The appeals
jadges 'also ruled, unanimously, thut the Sierra
Club's argument against the project was so weak
that Judge Sweigert had erred by issuing the
injunction.

In its appeal to the Supreme Court, the Sierra
Club noted that "the issue here is not a choice
between the Sierra Club and a more appropriate
plaintiff but between the Sierra Club and no-
body." The government arguMent, in effect, is
that no one may object to the Mineral King de-
velopment because no one is economically af-
fected and therefore no one has legal standing.

THE FORDST SERVICE PROSPECTUS of 1965
called for a development costing $3 million.

The facilities were to include lifts or tramways
with a capacity of 2,000 people per hour; park-
ing for 1.700 automobiles; oyernight *accom-
modations for 100 people; plus the necessary
supply, sanitation, and maintenance structures.
Your years later the Forest Service approved a
development costing ten times as muchone
that would crowg as many as 14,000 people at a
time into It very small valley. ( The original Dis-
ney proposal estimated there would be two and a
half million visitors annually. Later the figure
was reduced-to 1.7 million. The current estimate
is 980,000. The reasons for these reductions at'e
obscure. One apparently is that the Forest Ser-
vi:oe plans to eliminate all camping in the valley;
Another may be that they are intended to quell
the objections of conservationists.)

The scope of the development is overwhelm-
ing. Disney plans an "American Alpine" village.
At the end of the new road there will be an eight-
to ten.story parking structure for 3,600 vehicles.
Nearby will be food storage and preparation
areas, and accommodations for nearly 1,000 em-
ployees. There will also be a hospital, heliport,
wardrobe department, administration offices,
and a service station. From.this,point visitors will
travel two and a half miles on "colorful excursion
trains" to the village proper, which will have

cestaurants, boutiques, a 1,030-room hotel com-
plex proviOg lodging for 3,310 people, a con-
vention cater, a theater, an equestrian center,
indoor and outdoor swimming pools, and an ice-
skating rink. And there are gOing to be twenty-
two-to twenty-seven ski lifts.

The. late Walt Disney said: "Mineral King's
great natural beauty must be preseived at all
costs." Disney Productions' proposrl states:

Grooming and manicuring ol most slopes
without destroying the naturalness of the area

- particularly lor intermediates. will require
extensive bulldozing and blasting in most
lower areas and extensive rock removal at
higher elevations.

What a strange "naturalness."
There was once a small general store at Min-

erai King, but it's gone now. There is no cafe;
you bring your food with you. But the collection
of restaurants Disney plant-to build is stunning.
In the first year of operation there will be nine
food-sprvice facilities seating 1,300 people. They
are designed to cater to all tastes and degrees of
affluence:snack bars and coffee shops, "buffet-
erias," a "teen center," and a "gourmet restau-
rant" atop a village hotel. By the fifth year, there
will be thirteen facilities seating 2,350 people.
Among these will be a 150-seat7nIdwich shop
at the Midway Gondola Termihal on Miner's
Ridge at an altitude of 9,200 feet-1,400 feet
above the valley floor. At theond of the gondola
Hite, a place called Eagle's Gest, will be a 150-
seat coffee shop located in the "enclosed lift
terminal." This is only a few yards front the na-
tional park boundary, at an elevation of 11,090
feet.

Can anyone still remember that this is a mi.-
tional game refuge? The Forest Service has
largely ignored the possibility of damage to the
natural flora and fauna, or has assumed that con-
flict between humans and animals will be resolved
when the animals leave the area because their
habitat has .bgen destroyed. The Forest Service
has never conducted a biological survey of the
area: no studies of the deer or their need fol.- a
sununer range, even though the valley floor has
the best forage in the entire game refuge; no
studies of the impact on plant life, not even of
the effects of heavy foot and horse traffic.

This is not because the Forest Service is a
blundering, inefficient bureaucracy, or because
decisions have been made by stupid or venal
men. The assumitions of the Service guarantee
that decisions favorable to development' will be
made. If you assume that development is in the
pane interest, and that the bigger the develop-
ment the better, therPthe only studies you make
will be concerned with how to 4evelop. The logi-
cal prior question of whether to develop will
never even be niised.

There have been some doubts and opposition
even within the Service. A memorandum from
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tbe Range and Wildlife..Management Section in
1907 states:

r.
l he total basic concept of development up-

, pears badly biased in orientation toward a
highly artificial. continued situation, without
any reltil attention to ecological factors. . . .

Specifically. streant divtfrsians and channel
trre2rent. flood and debris control, surface
scaler suppl) development, and sewage dis-
posal proposals are all of a nature we find
severely damaging or unacceptable. It is rec-
ognized that development of high intensity
year-routhl recreational use in this restricted
sub41lpine area is bound to result in pro.
trounced impm ts and certain unavoidable
changes.

et in a publicity t elease, -13ackground Ma-
teiial: Basis for Master Plan Approval," the

.Porrst Servitle says that -none of the develop-
ment pkinned for Mineral King :,11.111 have ad-
verse elreo on native animal life now in the
%alley.- Latta- the relilfse observes that -lifts,
traik, and cMducted ' tours will make a wide
variety of plants Available for study in their
matural situations." But how can that be? The
-natural situatims- will no longer exist. On the
very next imge one' remls:

Ireas of corn !landed human use will need to
be dei eloped to resist human abrasion and
erosion. as u ell as to provide for visitor com-
fort and salets. Heavily used trails, paths.'
and i oncentranon «ryas u ill need to be spe.

iall) developed to protect the associated
natural values,

\Niue. those sentences appear to say, while try-
ing to seem as though they're not saying it, is
that so many iieople w ill be brought into the
valley that the vegetation will be trampled to
death. and that to protect the vegetation the
ground will have to be paved.

r
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Ten tons of trash

grit*. BI-:ST-KNOW \ (.1 IDEBOOK to the Sierra
Nevada. One that was published in 1934 and

is frequently updated, is Starr's Guide to the
John Muir Trail and the High Sierra. In the
introduction to his guidebook Starr wrote:

Because of the vastness and roughness of this
high mountain region, do not !relieve there
is anvdanger of having it overrun and spoiled.

That was written less than forty years ago; OS
prophecy it could not have been more wrong.
Today in the High Sierra there ate many places
where, in July and August, you meet people at
every bend in the trail. The TOM popular trails
have been ground to powder by horses and mules.'
A 'ranger at Tuolumne Meadows in Yosemite
National Park toldme a few years ago that, on
an average August day, there were 4,090 people
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"In it world turned strangely upside-doion, it has,,eome to seem that nature
itsellis not natural, that it is an inadequate order of things?'
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on the 190 miles or the Muir Trail between
there and Mt. Whitneyand it grOws worse
every year. Sequoi; and Kings Canyon National
Parks putout a tto-page sheet listing fifty-seven
lakes, basins, meadows, creeks, and valleys ihat
hive become "problem areas" because of over-

; use by campers and stocct parties.
Mineral King is representedby all con-

cesned but fpr differing reasonsas being re-
mote and little frequented. But there is a road,
no matter that ii is narrow and winding, that is
traveled by several thousand cars during the five

a months of the year it is free of snoW. Twenty-four
thousand people visited Mineral King in 1968.
The Park Service sheet says of lakes within ten
miles of the valley that they "receiie heavy back.
packer use from Mineral King." If the number
cif people reaching Mineral King increases
fortyfold, the number getting into the back coun-
try might increase by an even greater factor. At
MineraVing the situation would be aggravated
by the existence of chair, lifts, some.of which
would go all the way to tfise ridge at the boundary
.of the national park. Ther'e are literally thou-
sands of people who wouldn't think of hiking
five oi six strenuous miles entailing an altitude
gain of 3,000 feet, but who would gladly pay
several dollars to ride a chair lift or gondola.

bln the mountains, as everywhere else in the
.United States, trash removal and litter are prob.
lems. In 1965, in the area of Big Five Lakes ( in
Sequoia National Park, about five miles north..
east of Mineral King 1, the Park Service collected

, ten tons of trash----this at an altitude of 10,000
feet, Already in Aagust 1976 it' looked as if the
Prirk Service could have gathered another ten
tons. The problem will become insuperable if the
area can be reached by an easy hike after riding
a chair lift to the ridge. Radically increasing
the number of people entering. Mineral King
will destroy, beyond repair or redemption, the
natural environment not only of the valley itself
hut also of the adjacent portions of the national
park.

In Yosemite vhlley, 150 miles north of Mineral
King, the Park Service is making a valiant effort
to correct past errors. Yosemite has been plagued
by smog, crime, noise pollution, anfi trouble ivith
sewage disposal. The number of campsites has
been reduced by Iulf, and there will be no further
increase in overnight accommodations.

Mineral Kink presents much the same situa-
tion as Yosemite valley, except that Yosemite is
several times as large. Yet the peak daily use
projected for Mineral King would produce thtee
times the concentration of people found at YOse-
mite on busy daysconcentrations that have
nearly overwhelmed Yosemite in recent years.
The Forest Service and Disney Productions
seem not to have heard of the problems encoun-
tered elsewhere. Because of the economies in-
volved, they wish to imve a population density

exceeding that of most urban eenters. Indeed,
they want to create a small vacation city, com-
plete with all the shops, entertainments, and
facilities needed to attract a,clientele with time
on its hands and money to spend. If Disney Pro-
ductions were obliged to rely on revenues from
skiing alone, it would probably find the game
not worth the eaudie.

Disney estimates that 60 per cent of the visi-
tors to Mineral King will come inv the summer.
Many of them will make the trip simply because
it is there to be made; it will be a nice one-day
jaunt. But many would not make the drive if
there were nothing at the,end of the roadsuch
as im excursion train, cafeterias, shops, and an
audio-visual presentation to provide entertain-
ment. It's like the story about a tourist who,
after gazing at ,the Grand danyon for thirty
seconds, says, "It's great, but what do you do
here?" The Disney development itself would be
the major attraction at Mineral King. For all that
some visitors might care about the surroundings,
it.could just as well be located in the Mojave
Desert or Los Angeles.

American moresor perhaps Americiin myth-
ologydemand that land be used, that unde-
veloped land is wasted; that, all ihen being equal,
all are entitled to use the public land; Rnd that
all types of use are equally valid. If Disney were
to build a thirty-lane bowling alley in the center
of Mineral King valley, the lanes would soon be
in constanruse.-Disney could then counter all
objections by pointing out that, obviously, bowl-
ing was what people wanted and their needs' had
been met. That may sound farfetched, but it is
tIç .sort of specious argument used to justify
grandiose development at Mineral King, South-
ern Californians don't have enough nearby areas
for skiing: therefore they "demand" more ski
resorts, as though the deficiencies of the Southern
California climate must be overcome by gigan.
tic engineering and construction projects, done
at exorbitant cost and great damage to the land-
scape. It is the sort of demand that increases
without end.

Indeed, the Disney project is open-ended.
ThebForest Service, in its prospectus, established
minimum requirements for the development of
Mineral King, but there are no upper limits on
what may be, done. The Service says it will con.
sider the merits of each request for increased
facilities. But if the existing facilities are over-
taxed, Disney will simply be able to claim that
the public "demands" further developmbnt.
Since there is lib stated limit, if Disney in-
sists more'facilities are needed to serve the public
and turn a profit, the Forest Service will be un-
able to deny the requests. Walt Disney himself
said that "our efforts now and in the futuie will

, be dedicated to making Mineral King grow to
meet the everincreasing public need. I guess
you might say that it won't ever be finished."
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Home tiuths

TRE FATE OF mINERAL KING is still unknown.
But even should the courts eventually decide

in favor of the Sierra Club, there is a larger iisue
that must be resolved: have we not reached the
point, in certain places in the United States,
where we must desist from any further develop-
ment? Has not the ethic of "progress" through
engineering and construction been thoroughly
discredited? Can we expect to gain anything
from another resort complex in the Sierra
Nevada that is remotely comparable to what we
shall lose?

There is a reality to the Sierra Nevada, hard
facts and home truths that must be recognized
and dealt with. It is finite; it is irreplaceable; it
is undef tremendous pressure from a large,
recreationoriented population; and, despite its
seeming strength and ruggedness, it is being
overused and severely damaged. Even if no more
access roads are built into the Sierra, no more
ski resorts constructed, it may soon become
necessary to limit the number of people admitted
to the mOuntains at one time. Last summer the
Forest Service begab requiring permits for all
those who enter California Wilderness Areas. A
permit can be had for the askingno one will

turn4d down. But it is a harbingei- of things
tox come. Rationing of the wilderness is in the
offing; it seems there is no way to avoid it.

The National Environmental Policy Act,
which became lavi on Januail 1, 1970, states
that its first goal is to "fulfill the responsibilities
of each generation as trustees of the environ-
ment for succeeding generations." In order to
do that, we need to have a better idea than we
now have of what those responsibilities are, so
that we mig be loyal to that idea and thus serve
future generations.

Basia/Conmvation consists merely in not do-
ing anything overt: don't build roads, don't chop
down trees, don't erect dams. The most harmful
fallacy is that We can have our cake and eat it
toothat we can retain the wilderness and at the
same time develop it. Hosvis it possible to have
a "wilderness experience" when the wilderness
has been effectively abolished? At Mineral King,
even the distant view will no longer be of a

"natural scene; the slopes will be 'scarred by ski
runs, chair lifts, and steel toviers.

It was once the coinmon wisdam in this coun-
tryand is still the common assumptionthat
we have space and dine enough to satisfy all our
desires. But the space is disappearing, and time
runs away. If we are to salvage even a modicum
of_the beauty that was, then we must commit no
more acts of desecration against nature. There
is not even the time or spcce remaining to make
experiments: to try controlled admissions or to
settle for a lesser complex in Mineral King, as
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though dispe,sition of the- remaining wilderness
were a matter of democratic compromise. There
is evidence enough at band 'to make us want to
stopforeverfurther destruction of the Sierra
Nevada.

For most Americans, roads, automobiles, and
all tbeir attendant paraphernalia are natural; -it
is difficult to believe they have not always existed.
They constitute a familiar, secure environment.
And in a world strangely turned upside down, it
has come to seem to most people that nature it-
self is not natural, that iris an inadequate order
of things a botched joband it needs to be fixed,
to be "developed" so as to conform to what is
familiar tO urban people.

Stewart Udall was right: if Mineral King is
violated by a road, weall of usundoubtedly. -
will not be honored twenty-five years from now.
But fifty years from now=and beyondit might
not strike the Americans of that time in the same
way. If the history of the twentieth century has
taught us anything, it is that men seem to be in-
finitely adaptable, eternally capable of nccepting
the prevailing circumstafices as natural. If all
one has ever known about Mineral King is that
a huge resort covers the valley, well then,, isn't
that just the way it is? Twenty-five years from
now there will'still be many people who remem-
ber Mineral King as it once was, befofe develom
merit. Those wh o' care will lenient an irretrievable
loss, but lamentation will be all that is left to
them. As for the others, they will neither know
nor care.

The defenders of Mineral King may prophesy
a "breaking point" or "point of no return," a
point beyond which a certain mountain valley.
was lost forever to the developers. If they are
right, if it comes, it will be as bad as they foresaw
but it will not be the end a :he world. It will
be absorbed, and become part of-the new reality.
Yesterday's predicted horror is tomorrow's bland
normality.

In T. S. Eliot's The Cocktail Party, Reilly
says:

fraif ol the harm that is done in this world
-Is due to people who want to feel important.

They don't mean to do harmbut the harm
does not interest them.

Or they do not see U, or the; ;Roily it
Because they ar absorbed in the endless

struggle
To think well of themselves.

Perhaps nothing can save Mineral King but a
miracle: a radical change of heart by the Ameri-
can people,We need to be ,able' to forgo the eco-
nomic benefits,' the all-weather road, the big ho-
tel, the fancy shops, the swank eateries.,Just leave
well enough alone. The way to preserve Mineral
King is to preserve itnot develop it. If we do
that we will have g-tind reasonand so will the
succeeding generationsto feel important and
think well of ourselves.
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Conunentary ' .

by iPeter Browning

In our March issue, Peter Browaing analyzed
("Mickey Mouse in the Mountains")) the lamous
environmental ease 01 Calilornia's Mineral King
valley, where the Sierra Club had challenged the
right 01 nisne) Productions to build a hui.fe com-
mercial ski resort on national paikland. Now that
tlw U.S. Supreme Court has temporarily ruled
against the Sierra Club. ifr. Browning oilers these
comments.

. .

ON APRIL 19. by a font to-three vote, the
Supreme. Court held that the Sierra Club

did not have legal standing to sue government
agencies and officers on their decision to permit
the Disney de% elopment in Mittel al King. The
lineup .svus something of a surprise. Justice
Thurgood Marshall, usually counted among the
Coures liberals, joined with Chief Justice War-
ren E. Burger and Justices Potter Stewart and
Byron White to uphold the governnient. Justice
Ilarry Blackmun, considered a conservative,
sided with Justices William 0. Douglas and Wil-
liam Brennan in dissent. ,

The decision seemed to be a step backwara, a
setback for public-interest groups in the in-
creasing contro%ersy over "class action" lawsuits.
The Supreme Court has handed down relatively
few decisions on the issue. but in those it has
generally broadened the scope of legal stamfing.
The Nlineral King opinion runs counter io this
trend, and in particular to decisions made in
New York by du U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Second Cirouit, in the Hudson liiser Expressway
and Storm KingaMountain cases..

The decisiow %%as Inised on a narrow pro-
(Aural issue, that the Sierra Club had failed to
allege that it or its members would bq directly
affect,4l by the Disney de% elopment. The Court
noted that earlier decisions had established the
principle that an alleged injury may reflect
aesthetic, conscrv ational. and recreational values

s% ell as economic ones. But the decision then
stated that broatlening the categories of allege,'
injury was a "different matter from abandoning
the requirement that the party seeking review
must lune himself suffered an injury."

This is an extremely fine pointso fine that it
almost sanishes. Michael McCloskey, executive
director of the Sierrit Club, expressed dimp-
pointment that the Supreme Court failed to affirm
the evolsing concept that Fivate,eitizens may go
to court on the sant( basis'as an attorney general
to seek enforcement of laws and to challenge de-
cisions of pan; officials. "Irather than showing

that we were individually and personally in-
jured,v McCloskey said, "we were trying to show
that the public was being injured."

Although the Court ruled the Sierra Club did
not have standing, it virtually invited the Club
to amend its complaint, to specify that it ocits
members would be injured by the deveLpment.
In a clumsy way,= moreover, the ruling serves
one highly 'Useful purpose: it points up the fact
that almost nowhere---not in the Constitution,
net in our federal statutes---is.there recognition
of the public's right to a decimt environment.

Senators Philip Hart of Michigan and George e
McGovern of South-Dakota have sponsored a bill
S. 1032, the Environmental Protection Act I

that would resolve the question of legal standing
by establishing "the right of all citizens to the
protection, preservation, and enhancement of
the environment." The bill would permit any
person to sue to enforce that right. Thus indi-
viduals and conservation groups could challenge
lhe acts and decisions of those agencies and
officials responsible for managing our natural
resources. The Administration's main objection
to the bill is that it gives the judiciary a voite in
decisions that are now reserved to F,overtiment
agencieswhich is precisely its intent. ,Shouhl
it pass. it w firovide a measure of real power
to all the people: power to protect th, environ..
ment from econoinic pressure and harmful de
cisions by the kate and federal bureaucracies.

'
STICE BLACKMUN, ill his dissenting opinion,
noted that the issues raised by the Sierra

Club's suit were substantial and deserved res-
olution. More impordmtly, he stated- that the
ease was not an ordinary one, that it assayed new
gr--und and posed significant questions about
the problems of a deteriorating environment and
the resulting ecological disturbances.t "Must our
law be so rigid and our procedural concepts so
inflexible," Justice Blackmun wrote, "that we
render Ourselves helpless when the exiking meth-
ods and the traditional concepts. do not quite fit
and do not prove to be entirely adequate for new
issdes?"

Justice Blackmun suggested two alternatives.
The first would be the simple one of granting the
Sierra Cldb standing, on the condition that the
Club amend its complaint to meet the Court's
specifications for standing. The second would
be More progressive and far-reaching: an ex-
Ilansion of the traditional concepts of standing, to
permit organizations such as the Sierra Club to
litigate environmental issues.
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Ns Justic&, Douglas certainly one of the better
Znown conseri, ationist, in the country, advanced
a more novel concept. ne wrote that environ-
mental issues shouhl he litigated "in The time
of the inanimate object about to be despoiled,
defaced, or in% aile4, by roads and bulldozers and
Where injury is the'subject of public outrage.-
That is, legal stimding should be conferred ppon
natural objects and locales to sue for their own,
preservation.

This nily strike some as a radical leap into a
peculiar judicial futury, but it is not a lir6k
with tradition or aeceptN practice. pather it is a
broader application of existing concepts, which
would bring more environmental issues properly
before the courts. Corporations have legal !ter-
sonalities in corporate law, as have shipse mari-
time lam To extend this concept in' the manner
suggested by Justice Douglas is radical only in
ihat it grants to nature the rights we have already
coffferred upon nian-mach. objects' and entities.
Indeed. giving the natpra I woild equal status with
our own i9ention, might lwspeak a true concern
for our env ironment and our future. The Sierra
Club has raised the question of who shall be
permitted to speak for the values of nature, and
die Suprenn Court has replied: no one unless
he can demonstrate that he personally will suffer
direct and immediate harm.

Perim Ps in our Nun( soeial organization we
w ill (loud% e a rum prehensir e land-use ethic, so
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that Ave may protect ourselves, and nature, from
ourselves. Unfortunately, the notion that certain

' areas, certain typos of land, shOuld be reserved
for specific purposes and not be permittedio suc-
cumb to economic pressure is anathema to the
American mind. The prbvailing attitude is exem.

-plified by a letter to the editor of Harper's in re-
sponse to my articlelt was from Thomas Sowell,
a professor of ebonomics. He wrote:

Mineral King is like all other economic re-
sources: it le defired by diffecety people for _
different purposes and there is not enough for
everyone to have all he teams. This problem is
dealt with every day In having different
groups bid dgainst each other !if. . It is obvious
that these bids are based onand thereby
representthe individual demands of thou-
sands of botential customers for each of the

, alternative services that can be provided by
the area.

If all 'dull we see at Mineral King is another
economic resource, and if its disposition is to be
in accord with the dthands of potential custom-
ers, then we are finished. For too long we have
codified economic greed as though it were
natural law. Justice Douglas's proposal would (10
much to redress the imbalance and give us some
hope of saving th'e remaining small portions of
our wihlerness befoli they are destroyed or
metamorphosetrinto imitations of our cities.

Reprinted with permission Trom Harper Magazine, Augu4u1972, Vbiume 245, No. 1467, pp. 102.103.
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